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Dear TLT Readers:
It's spring in 2002. The symmetry of the number 2002

somehow gives me a feeling of abundance. And a little bit of
hope.

One of my hopes for this year is that JALT will see an in-
crease in activity among its rank-and-file members. Whichever
chapter of JALT you're living in, there's a good chance it
needs you to do more.

Another hope I have is that The Language Teacher will con-
tinue to bring you the useful articles and timely JALT infor-
mation you need. Most of you expect us to be there in your
mailbox every month, and being the world's only volunteer-
staffed, refereed, monthly journal is one of our main claims
to fame.

Unfortunately, JALT is weak this yearvery weak. The con-
tinuing economic malaise in Japan affects JALT dearly, both in
membership and in advertising. We at TLT are rolling up our
sleeves, testing every method at out disposal to save JALT
money in publications, sOthat our members don't have to
take the brunt 'Of the blOw in the fOrm of diminished services.
I hopewe alLhopethat you willhear with us, and with the
organization as a whole, as we press on through these difficult
times.

Our feature article this month is by Peter Burden, who ana-
lyzes the motivations of college students4o study English. In
our Readersjoruni, P. Charles Brown proposes a neW.theo-
retical model of adult second language learning. Finally, Mike
Guest presents his opinion. n whether textbooks' attempts to
study cultiire are produCtiiye, or just reductiV.:e.!'All three of
these articles should PrOviae plenty of foOd thought to
teachers as they prepare to face a new year iof learning.

Scott Gardner
TLT Co-Editor

Peter
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Peter Burden
Okayama Shoka University

The Paradox of Language Education
This paper was inspired by concerns over students'
attitudes to foreign language learning in the univer-
sity where I teach. Often students display what
McVeigh (2001, p.29) has referred to as an apathetic
attitude which manifests itself by a loss of academic
interest once students pass through the academic
gate and into the English language classroom. Yet
paradoxically, there seems an eagerness to promote
English education. My university uses native speak-
ers of English to adorn promotional materials and

frequently videos their classes.
There seems to be a mismatch of
ideals. English education seems to
be valuable and fashionable, per-
haps in response to the pro-
nouncements of former Prime
Minister Obuchi Keizo who called
for English to be the second com-
mon language. Yet, there appears
to be a foreign language malaise
among students reflected in dra-
matically falling attendance in
elective classes and a decline in
interest in homestay programs
which can only be partly ex-
plained by the economic situa-
tion. Overall, it seems there is an
attitudinal problem that mani-
fests itself in classroom apathy
which perhaps has been some-
how ignored in the rush towards
internationalizationT1.1).
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thy
*ty Students
yjn English This does not seem confined to

universities. This became apparent
when participating in an "Open

Campus" week in which local high school students
attended lectures at my university to determine its
suitability for their educational goals. As a native En-
glish teacher, I sat in an "English Café" while poten-
tial applicants from neighboring high schools were
cajoled or even coerced to have a talk in English with
the gaijin in return for free coffee. The students either
brazenly ignored any attempt to speak English or,
more likely, stammered that they "were poor at En-
glish" and proceeded to look uncomfortable until
they could safely flee. This was not a particular happy
memory to take away from an institution that is, after
all, attempting to woo customers.

Beliefs in the culture-at-large: The "I'm poor at English"
syndrome
The feelings of being poor at English illustrated
above are reflected in a survey carried by the Daily
Yomiuri ("Survey," May 22, 2000), which claimed to
bring to light "ambivalence for English" with 66%
of 1,918 respondents acknowledging that while
there is a growing need for English, many indicated

3
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they had negative feelings towards the language.
"It's difficult," "It's hard to understand," "It's hard
to deal with," and "I can't speak it" were ranked
among the more frequent answers. The article con-
cludes that while most respondents recognize the
usefulness of learning English, they feel the lan-
guage is "beyond them." Horwitz (1988, p.283) also
noted that if beliefs about language learning are
prevalent in the wider culture, "then foreign lan-
guage teachers must consider that students bring
these beliefs into the classroom" and teachers need
to assess the beliefs to determine when there might
be a conflict of learning ideals. Students hold defi-
nite views about language learning and it would be
useful for classroom teachers to discover whether
these beliefs might affect motivation and therefore
learning outcome.

Beliefs and motivation
Attitudes influence the effectiveness of future learn-
ing in the new environment of the university con-
versation class and could make the class a success or
a miserable experience for all concerned. Wenden
(1991, p.52) defines attitudes as "learned motiva-
tions, valued beliefs, evaluations, or what one be-
lieves is acceptable." Therefore, favorable attitudes
tend to influence language learning, as "high
achievers tend to develop positive attitudes as they
go along" (Svanes 1988, p.369), while low achievers
thus become disenchanted and learning proportion-
ately decreases. Dornyei (1990) suggests that in EFL
contexts, where learners have not had sufficient
experience of the target language community, moti-
vational factors such as instrumental motivation
should receive special attention. Motivation is com-
plex and consists of intrinsic, integrative, and in-
strumental subscales, and thus it is often difficult to
determine an over-riding motivational factor. The
lack of any single factor, however, may be evidence
of the difficulty many teachers report in motivating
Japanese EFL learners. Reid's (1990) study indicated
Japanese language learners' lack of predominant
learning styles support the implication that Japa-
nese learners may not be so easily motivated to
learn foreign languages.

Domyei (1990) finds that success in language at-
tainment was dependent upon the learners' affec-
tive predisposition towards the target
linguistic-cultural group. In order to facilitate com-
munication (integrative motivation), components
such as interest, the wish to learn, and attitudes to-
wards the foreign language are desirable, together
with the desire to interact with the target commu-
nity. Learning a foreign language is different from
learning other subjects, as it involves more than
learning skills, a system of rules, or a grammar; it
involves an alteration in self-image and a person's
whole social being.

4

Looking at "good learner" research, Naiman,
Frohlich, Stern, and Todesco (1995) attempted to
isolate some of the critical variables among the
common characteristics of good learners including
personality traits, cognitive styles, strategies, and
learning environments of the good language learner
in a formal L2 learning environment. Naiman, et al.
noted that attitude and motivation were in many
instances the best overall predictors of success. Yet
attitude is not the only factor for success. There are
cognitive factors, personality traits, andat later
stages of L2 learning in a formal situationcogni-
tive style factors such as field independence and
tolerance of ambiguity. Such knowledge should
help the teacher see that students cannot respond
alike to teaching. Students need to analyze their
own characteristics and adjust their learning as far
as possible to what they know about themselves.

Research Questions
Teachers are likely to find instances of student con-
cern or dissatisfaction whenever instructional activi-
ties are inconsistent with preconceived beliefs about
learning. Students can lose confidence in the teach-
ing approach and their ultimate achievement can be
limited (Horwitz 1987, 1988). Mon (1999) showed
that learners' beliefs are statistically related to
achievement. One pedagogical implication is that
teachers should encourage the understanding that
the ability to learn a foreign language is not in-
nately fixed and can be improved with effort.
Teachers, therefore, may need to provide achiev-
able, meaningful learning tasks as well as encourage
the students in the belief that they can accomplish
them. Horwitz (1987, 1988) developed the "Beliefs
about Language Learning Inventory" (BALLI) to as-
sess student opinions on a variety of issues and con-
troversies related to language learning. Are some
students more likely to be successful than others?
The belief that some people are unable or are less
able to learn an L2 can lead to negative expecta-
tions. Student judgments about the difficulty of the
language are critical to the development of expecta-
tions for and commitment to language learning.
The use of strategies and the practice of spontane-
ous communication in the classroom are important
to prepare students to participate in what may be to
them nontraditional learning activities. Shyness and
over-concern with accent will inhibit their commu-
nication attempts. Foss and Reitzel (1997) report
that negative self-perceptions set in motion a per-
petual cycle of negative evaluations that may persist
in spite of evaluations from others to the contrary.
Through a questionnaire survey, learners can reflect
upon their experiences. Introspection can help stu-
dents become accurate in evaluating their language
competence. This could provide them with a means
for modifying their approaches to learning, as irra-

1 4; 2 The Language Teacher 26:3
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tional beliefs are the source of much anxiety. If
these beliefs can be recognized, students can learn
to interpret such situations in more realistic ways
and thus may choose to approach rather than avoid
situations demanding conversation. Therefore this
study will consider attitudes towards: (a) the diffi-
culty of language learning; (b) foreign language apti-
tude; (c) the nature of language learning; (d)
learning and communicative strategies; and (e) stu-
dent motivations and expectations.

Methods
Materials
Horwitz's (1987, 1988) beliefs questionnaire was
adapted to make it easier to understand for non-
native speakers of English in an EFL setting. A six-
point Likert scale for responses was used to
encourage clear indications of agreement or dis-
agreement. Reid (1990, p.336) noted that Japanese
"tended to respond to the mean: That is they re-
sponded to the Strongly Agree and the Strongly Dis-
agree categories only rarely." In this study, I wanted
the subjects to clearly indicate positive or negative
attitudes towards each questionnaire item (see also
Kimura, Nakata, & Okumura, 2001; Matsuura,
Chiba, & Hilderbrandt, 2001).

The 28-item questionnaire was divided into four
groups of seven questions and distributed to four
native Japanese college teachers to translate into
Japanese. These translations, and the wording of the
instructions which were adapted from Ozeki (1995),
were then passed around these four teachers until
there was agreement about language and style of
both the English and Japanese versions. This was to
ensure student understanding, particularly of the
level of Japanese language, as there was a strong

possibility that nonnative readers of Japanese would
also take the questionnaire.

Participants
The participants in this study were 1,057 students
from one prefectural, one national, and one private
university within the same prefecture in western
Japan. Six hundred and eight-six respondents were
male and three hundred and seventy-one female.
They were studying a number of majors, including
Education, Law, Nursing, and Japanese History.
None of the students were majoring in English.
Similar to the newspaper survey mentioned earlier,
the questionnaire did not target one age group or
academic year and was designed to be representative
of the student body. Eight hundred and twenty-two
of the respondents were aged 18-19, 122 were 20-21
years old, 78 were 22-24, 16 were 25-29, and 10
were over 30 years old. This age range may be be-
cause many students have yet to receive required
English credits and were repeatedly forced to retake
compulsory classes. Of the 1,057 completed ques-
tionnaires, 37 were from Chinese students, five were
from South Koreans, and one questionnaire each
came from a Russian and a Malaysian student. The
students were asked to assess their own English level
and to state how many years they had spent study-
ing English. Looking at the data in Table 1, it is in-
teresting to note how little many students claimed
to have studied English prior to tertiary education.
This may be an indication of "aversive experience
avoidance" (Bandura, 1977, p.59) whereby the stu-
dents have underestimated the effectiveness and
value placed on prior learning experiences or even
ignored or dismissed English education in high
school as having little meaning.

Table 1: Background Information of the Respondents

Number of years studying English

1 year or less 3 years 5 years 7 years 10 years More than
10 years

16 43 215 722 60 1

Student self-assessment of English level

Elementary Lower
intermediate

Intermediate Upper
Intermediate

Advanced Like a
native speaker

395 383 241 33 4 1

Length of time spent in an English speaking country
None A month

or more
2 months
or more

3 months
or more

6 months A year or less

1,019 33 0

notes: n = 1057

March 2002 123
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Procedure and data analyses
The questionnaire was administered in both English
conversation and reading classes by 11 teachers, six
of whom were native speakers of English. No stu-
dent responded more than once. The student par-
ticipants comprised a convenient sample since they
had been asked to voluntarily fill out the question-
naires by their teachers who were known to me and
who kindly cooperated in the research. The students
were given the questionnaire on a single B4 sized
sheet with English on one side and a replication in
Japanese on the other. Only four students voluntar-
ily filled the English version. On completion of the
data collection, the mean and the standard devia-
tion were calculated.

The Results of the Survey
Table 1 shows that while the majority of students
have studied English for 7 years, 778 respondents
out of 1,057 assess their own English ability level as
elementary or lower intermediate. This is despite
colleges habitually referring to compulsory classes
for first year students as "intermediate" and elective
classes as "advanced," terms which the students are
familiar with, but which do not seem to match their
candid views of their own level. Interestingly, only
38 students have had any experience in an English
speaking country.

The students responded on a scale from "strongly
agree"to "strongly disagree" or the equivalent Japa-
nese (see Appendix) with the exception of the final
two questions. The students chose from a set of cat-
egories specifically related to the questions. In Table
2, while acknowledging that some languages are
easier to learn than others (Q1), English with a
mean score of 4.5 was seen as at least a language of
medium difficulty (Q26). This is reflected in Ques-

tion 2, where the mean score of 3.38 indicates that
the majority believe they will not ultimately speak
English well, possibly because they are not prepared
to invest the one hour a day for five to ten years
perceived to be required.

The questions in Table 3 examined whether the
students feel they have foreign language aptitude,
and the results showed that there is a belief that it is
easier for children than for adults to learn English
(Q4). While Question 10 had a mean score of 5.2
indicating that there is a widespread belief that any-
one can learn a foreign language, 692 of the respon-
dents seemed to feel that they themselves do not
have an aptitude for English (Q6) reflected in the
low mean score of 2.9. The students disagreed with
the statement that women are better than men at
learning English and slightly disagreed that foreign-
ers, not people of their own nationality, were good
at languages, an excuse often given to justify lan-
guage aptitude and to explain one's own perceived
inability. With a mean score of 4.4, there was slight
agreement that speakers of more than one foreign
language are very intelligent.

Table 4 examined the nature of language learning;
the students overwhelmingly believed that it is better
to learn English in an English-speaking country
(Q11). Questions 12, 13, and 14 elicited ranges of
responses primarily from "slightly agree" to "dis-
agree" that learning largely consists of learning vo-
cabulary, grammar rules, or translating. With a mean
of nearly 4, students recognized learning English is
different from efforts required in other subjects.

The questions in Table 5 examined the learning
and communicative strategies of students, and they
have particular relevance for classroom teaching.
With mean scores of 4.5, learners felt it is impor-
tant to speak with an excellent accent (Q16) and

Table 2: The difficulty of language learning

6 5 4 3 2 1 mean sd

1. Some languages are easier to learn than others. 284 462 167 35 80 29 4.71 1.26
2. I believe that ultimately I will speak English well. 59 152 319 226 202 99 3.38 1.34
3. It is easier to read and write English than to

speak and understand it. 91 269 254 157 189 97 3.65 1.47

25. If someone were to spend one hour a day learning
English, how long would it take to become fluent? 58 260 373 200 100 66 3.79 1.25

26. English is:

notes: n = 1057

158 411 360 92 9 27 4.51 1.04

1-3: 6) strongly agree; 5) agree; 4) slightly agree; 3) slightly disagree; 2) disagree; 1) strongly disagree
25: 6) less than a year; 5) 1-2 years; 4) 3-5 years; 3) 5-10 years; 2) over 10 years; 1) you can't learn a
language in 1 hour a day.
26: 6) a very difficult foreign language; 5) a difficult language; 4) a language of medium difficulty; 3)
an easy language; 2) a very easy language; 1) the easiest foreign language

124
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Table 3: Foreign language aptitude

6 5 4 3 2 1 mean sd
4. It is easier for children than adults to learn English. 486 332 141 40 43 15 5.07 1.15
5. Some people are born with a special ability which

helps them learn English. 90 164 259 177 247 120 3.35 2.2
6. I have English aptitude. 34 81 250 297 237 158 2.96 1.65
7. Women are better than men at learning English. 25 70 176 204 358 224 2.61 1.29
8. People who speak more than one language well

are very intelligent. 258 322 240 92 102 43 4.39 1.4
9. Foreigners are good at learning languages. 54 157 277 250 230 89 3.33 1.33
10. Everyone can learn to speak a foreign language. 182 356 308 99 78 34 5.2 1.04
notes: n = 1057

6) strongly agree; 5) agree; 4) slightly agree; 3) slightly disagree; 2) disagree; 1) strongly disagree

felt that the traditional learning strategy of repeti-
tion and practice (Q24) is important for mastery.
Encouragingly for teachers of a communicative
approach, the students disagreed with the proposi-
tion that, until learners can say what they want to
correctly, they should not say anything at all in
English (Q17), which is linked with the idea of the
importance of guesswork as a strategy to overcome
misunderstanding. With a mean of 3.1, students
slightly disagreed that they would approach some-
one who was speaking English in order to practice
(Q18) and slightly agreed that they feel self-con-
scious speaking in front of others (Q20).

The final three questions in Table 6 examined
student motivations towards English, and with
mean scores of over 5, students perhaps surpris-
ingly agreed in large numbers that if they could
speak English well, they could have many chances
to use it in the future (Q21), and that it would help
them to find a good job. In Question 23, students
showed a high integrative motivation for learning
English, with students agreeing that they would
like to learn English to know native speakers better.

Discussion and Pedagogical Implications
Erroneous beliefs about language learning lead to
less effective language learning strategies as student
convictions of their own effectiveness determine
whether they will even try to accomplish the task
(Bandura, 1977). From this point of view, knowl-
edge of student beliefs may be useful as a number
of cognitive styles and affective variables (such as
motivation and attitude) lead to successful second
language achievement. As Horwitz (1988) noted,
teachers and learners need to identify and describe
positive beliefs and should encourage exchange of
opinions on these beliefs as to how they can better
learn a language and how the teacher can help.
them.

Learners' beliefs are related to achievement and,
as can be seen in Table 1, students have very low
self-estimation of their English ability despite, in
the vast majority of cases, being in their seventh
year of English. Thus the students place little value
on instruction in Japan, leading to the overwhelm-
ing belief that it is better to learn in the country
where English is spoken (Table 4). Learning for a

Table 4: The nature of language learning

6 5 4 3 2 1 mean sd
11. It is better to learn English in an English-speaking

country. 524 334 128 39 25 7 5.2 1.02
12. Learning English is mostly a matter of

learning a lot of new vocabulary words. 60 133 281 255 242 86 3.3 1.32
13. Learning English is mostly a matter of

learning a lot of grammar rules. 38 138 266 286 239 90 3.22 1.27
14. Learning English is mostly a matter of translating

from my mother tongue into English. 29 96 279 305 259 89 3.11 1.2
15. Learning English is different from learning

other school subjects. 128 257 316 198 122 36 3.96 1.3

notes: n = 1057

6) strongly agree; 5) agree; 4) slightly agree; 3) slightly disagree; 2) disagree; 1) strongly disagree
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Table 5: Learning and communicative strategies

6 5 4 3 2 1 mean sd
16. It is important to speak a foreign language

with an excellent accent. 237 342 292 118 49 19 4.51 1.19
17. You should not say anything in English until

you can say it correctly. 12 36 55 142 342 470 1.94 1.13
18. If I heard someone speaking English, I would go up

to them so that I could practice speaking English. 46 94 245 310 242 120 3.08 1.29
19. It is OK to guess if you do not know the word

in English. 206 327 297 116 80 31 4.35 1.28
20.1 feel self-conscious speaking English in

front of other people. 152 303 337 117 93 54 4.13 1.33
24. In order to become a good speaker, it is

important to repeat and practice a lot. 309 411 360 92 9 27 4.51 1.04

notes: n = 1057

6) strongly agree; 5) agree; 4) slightly agree; 3) slightly disagree; 2) disagree; 1) strongly disagree

grade or a requirement openly limits language
learning to what is perceived as the bare minimum,
and the learners do not equate classroom learning
with successful acquisition. As Gillette (1998,
p.199) has noted there is little "use-value" in for-
eign language classroom learning. Good and
Brophy (1990, p.167) note that students need to
attend to the "right things"; therefore modeling
and verbal explanations can be used to enhance
the salience and distinctiveness of classroom learn-
ing materials. Bandura (1977) argues that teachers
should ensure that the belief that ability to learn a
foreign language is not innately fixed and can be
improved with effort. An "efficacy expectation" is
the conviction that one can successfully carry out
the behavior, and the strength of conviction in
ability will determine if one even attempts to cope
with difficult situations (Bandura, 1977, p.79). The
stronger the sense of mastery that can be engen-
dered, the more active students will become. This
will encourage a sense of accomplishment, a sense
of value in the instruction itself, and a resultant
confidence boost that successful task completion
brings. This may raise beliefs in a student's ability

to speak English well (Table 2), and that they pos-
sess aptitude (Table 3). Teachers must provide an
achievable, meaningful learning task, encourage
students that they can do it, and work together
until learners have completed the task. In Table 3,
the students agreed that everyone can learn a lan-
guage, but the students have lacked the necessary
motivational encouragement. There is no clear-cut
answer and teachers must carefully design or select
instructional activities to encourage learners that
they should learn to be flexible in modifying their
conceptions about learning.

Oxford, Hollaway, and Horton-Murillo (1992, p.
451) suggest altering the teaching style to create
teacher-student matching through a range of ac-
tivities. In Table 4, there was a wide range of
learner beliefs about the nature of learning, and so
instruction should be matched when possible to
the students' learning styles. An effective instruc-
tional style for dealing with many Japanese stu-
dents might include paying attention to the
individual, creating a structured but somewhat in-
formal classroom atmosphere to ease students out
of their formality, introducing topics slowly, avoid-

Table 6: Motivation

6 5 4 3 2 1 mean sd

21. If I get to speak English well, I can have many
chances to use it in the future. 421 405 157 42 18 14 5.07 1.03

22. If I learn English very well, it will help me
get a good job. 443 386 170 28 21 9 5.11 0.994

23. I would like to learn English so I can get
to know its speakers better. 269 275 322 109 53 29 4.48 1.26

notes: n = 1057
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ing embarrassment, and being consistent. Williams
and Burden (1997, p.125) note it is important to
present tasks which tap into the learners' intrinsic
motivation, including a consideration of interest,
curiosity, challenges, and the development of inde-
pendent mastery and judgment. While there is no
wrong way to learn language, students often have
learned helplessness-they see failure as essentially
due to a lack of ability. They feel they have no con-
trol over their actions and thus do not become mo-
tivated. The classroom teacher can deal with
perceived causes of success and failure in achieve-
ment situations such as ability, effort, and task dif-
ficulty. Students need concrete ideas about how to
reach their goals, which has obvious implications
with strategy training that can ultimately help stu-
dents overcome language deficiencies, as success is
a potent motivating factor in learning. Types of
holistic activities associated with successful lan-
guage learning such as actively involving them-
selves in the language learning through inferencing
and monitoring language use could be adopted.
Crookes and Schmidt (1991, p.472) note that coop-
erative strategies may "alleviate the otherwise nega-
tive self-perceptions that evolve from poor
individual performances." This would lead to a
greater degree of self-belief as group reinforcement
creates support from others. Teachers must also
provide sufficient challenges to students through a
variety of approaches in order to interest and excite
them and must ensure that all students participate.
Students need to realize that accent is not of pri-
mary importance in these days of global English,
and the need for repetition and practice is some-
thing that perhaps should be discouraged. Such
beliefs produce anxiety since students are expected
to communicate in the L2 before they feel fluency
is attained. Similarly, shyness and over-concern
with accent (Table 5) will probably inhibit their
communication attempts. The greatest source of
anxiety was having to speak the target language in
front of their peers when overly concerned about
making errors.

Conclusion
Students have become worn down by a lack of per-
ceived progress manifesting itself in a majority of
students regarding themselves as beginners despite
seven years of instruction. Rather than displaying
just apathy towards English learning, the fear of
making mistakes makes them appear apathetic to
teachers when in fact they are discouraged and
hopeless with a fossilized learned helplessness.
While teachers need to recognize different learning
styles, a varied approach through manageable tasks
leads to a sense of accomplishment that the learn-
ers have achieved a positive result. Success raises
mastery expectations while repeated failure lowers
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them (Bandura, 1977). Success would lead to
greater confidence and raise motivation that argu-
ably is a requisite for language acquisition and self-
belief, displacing the "I'm poor at English"
syndrome, sadly all too apparent in many class-
rooms and in the wider society.
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Readers' Forum
A Model of SLA and Its Andragogical Implications
In Teaching EFL to Young Adult Japanese Learners

P. Charles Brown, lbaraki University

Helping young adult Japanese students to
learn English as a foreign language is one of
the important missions of EFL instructors.

To carry out this mission effectively, we need to
have a sound theory to guide us. Though there are
many existing second language acquisition (SLA)
theories, such as Krashen's monitor model (1981),
McLaughlin's information processing model
(1987), Schumann's acculturation theory (1976),
and Cummins' language proficiency model (1979),
they fail to offer significant insight into adult EFL
learning and instruction. Although developments
in adult SLA have grown out of demographic
changes in North America, Britain and Australia,
the suggested SLA model proposed in this article
can be applied to the teaching/learning of English
as a foreign language at colleges/universities in Ja-
pan. The first part of this paper will endeavor to
propose an information processing model of adult
SLA which consists of three components: process-
ing orientation hypothesis, external and internal
conditions, and learning task analysis. The second
part of this paper will discuss the methodological
implications involved in using an information pro-
cessing model of SLA when teaching adult learners
following an andragogical approach. By
andragogical, we mean a model of education for
young adults in which the content and the teach-
ing processes are primarily, but not exclusively,
determined by the needs, desires, resources, and
experiences of the learners who participate actively
in shaping and controlling them (Knowles, 1984).

Processing Orientation Hypothesis
The first component of the model deals with the

internal linguistic processing mechanism. We hy-
pothesize that linguistic input is processed in two
major ways: target language orientated and meta-
language orientated. By target language orientated,
we refer to a heavy utilization of the target language
in processing the input. In the case of learning En-
glish as a foreign language, this means learning En-
glish through thinking and reasoning in English. By
meta-language orientated, we mean the linguistic
processing is accomplished by relying on a language
other than the one being learned, in this case Japa-

nese. For convenience, hereafter we use "ML" for
"meta-language orientation," and "TL" for "target
language orientation."

A TL orientation aids in encoding the incoming
information in L2, which enables one to process the
L2 input directly, thus facilitating the learning pro-
cess and enhancing the attained proficiency. An ML
orientation makes it hard to store information in
L2, which delays the process of having an L2 task
performed when the task requires the retrieval of
stored information encoded in Ll, thus slowing
down the learning process and hindering one from
attaining a high level of L2 proficiency.

The processing orientation is not static. A learner
may shift from one orientation to another. If we
represent the processing of L2 on a continuum, the
so-called ML and TL orientations are actually two
extremes on such a continuum. Theoretically, it is
possible that each type of orientation may shift to-
ward the other end along the continuum, but in
most cases, the shift is from an ML orientation to a
TL orientation. A gradual shift from ML orientation
to TL orientation represents progress a learner has
made in learning the foreign language. A complete
shift to TL orientation means that the learner has
achieved a high level of proficiency in the target
language.

Though TL orientation is conducive to a high
level of attained L2 proficiency, ML orientation is
an inevitable stage in L2 learning for young adult
Japanese. This is largely due to the disparity be-
tween Ll and L2 components in lexical structures.

A young adult Japanese EFL learner has developed
an adequate linguistic system with well-developed
Ll lexical structures. Those structures contain a vari-
ety of information including syntactic, semantic,
phonological, graphic, and even concrete experi-
ences or anecdotes related to the concepts desig-
nated by the lexicon. As the L2 learner continues to
make progress in learning the target language, those
lexical structures undergo gradual changes. When a
concept designated by a lexicon or phrase being
learned in the target language already exists in the
learner's Ll linguistic system, the learner does not
need to learn all the information related to it, but
only the information which is not available in the

*A5conni,t, M2-A40R14(SLA) IZIMT6Vigig1f3/15--)l,t2V1-6;:.1 Liz:35 h, 1A-F 030AI: st ma : vlombitt
ONE (processing orientation hypothesis). 31419 INCSJOkit (external and internal conditions). Ect.WO 03 V (learning task
analysis). *WL0M2fIrell. P1-110L UTOMMEFL) *A1-4-6 El*A0)1MAIN -D-CO)itrITEADIAVAR-41-6.
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existing structure. For example, the word "table"
does not pose a problem since the word teburu exists
in Japanese. However, if one talks about different
types of tables such as end tables, coffee tables, or
round tables, the learner might have to refer to the
Ll lexical structures in order to understand the type
of tables described. In most cases, the new informa-
tion is either the phonological or graphic informa-
tion in the target language. This means that at the
beginning stages, the content of the lexical struc-
tures of the words or phrases is only partially related
to the target language. In other words, though an
L2 learner may have learned part of the L2 linguistic
system, the representation of the learned L2 linguis-
tic system is grounded in lexical structures with
only small segments encoded in the target language.
For example, if a learner hears, "It might be better
to engage in a round table discussion before moving
on to something new" the learner would probably
understand each word but miss out completelyon
the meaning of the utterance. At this level of L2
proficiency, when attempting to communicate in
L2, the learner has to activate relevant lexical struc-
tures. Because the content of these structures is
largely encoded in Ll, the learner is willingly or un-
willingly engaged in an ML orientation.

As the learner makes progress in L2, he gradually
expands his knowledge base of properties of the
target language and acquires new information about
the lexicons he has already learned. With new infor-
mation constantly added, the lexical structures
change, and the proportion of information in L2 in
these structures expands. The expansion brings
about an increase in the degree to which the learner
uses L2 in making sense of the incoming data and
in performing social functions. When enough infor-
mation in L2 is acquired for the lexicon, its lexical
structure changes from an Ll dominated structure
to a structure with two more or less equal compo-
nents. When a large number of lexical structures
develop to such a degree, the learner, instead of acti-
vating the Ll sections of the lexical structures to
perform a task demanding the use of L2, activates
the L2 sections directly. And thus, a TL orientation
is in operation.

Other factors also affect a learner's processing ori-
entations. One of these factors is the linguistic com-
plexity of the input. When the input is easy to
process, a TL orientation may take place. When the
input is beyond the learner's L2 capability, an ML
orientation is more likely to be employed. A second
factor is the intricacy of the task the learner is en-
gaged in. If the level of L2 proficiency demanded by
a task is beyond the learner's capacity, this task may
give rise to an ML orientation. If the task is chal-
lenging, yet within the learner's L2 capability, a TL
orientation is possible. A third factor is the learner's
knowledge background. To construct meaning, the
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learner needs to activate background knowledge.
The linguistic codes in which the background
knowledge has been encoded determine the way the
background knowledge is retrieved. If the back-
ground information is encoded in Ll, the retrieval
of that information tends to be ML orientated. If the
information is encoded in L2, the retrieval process
may be TL orientated.

External and Internal Conditions
Language is human and social; its acquisition takes
place in a social context and is affected by context.
In this context, social and cultural variables, eco-
nomic and political factors, daily occurrences, and
linguistic input are important external conditions to
be taken into consideration.

Related to internal conditions are affective and
cognitive factors. Affective variables include person-
ality, self-esteem, personal attitude toward both Ll
and L2 cultures, perceived social distance between
Ll and L2 cultures, perceived economic status of L2,
career orientation, and motivation to learn L2. Cog-
nitive variables include learning style, intelligence,
memory, and cognitive strategies.

Internal and external conditions act upon each
other and shape each other: internal conditions are
shaped by the environment in which a learner finds
herself, and her perception of external conditions is
affected by the internal conditions. A positive atti-
tude toward both Ll and L2 cultures may lead the
learner to develop high self-esteem and strong moti-
vation to learn the L2 without feeling that her self-
identity is threatened. A negative attitude toward
her own culture may give rise to low self-esteem,
and a negative attitude toward the culture of the
target language may prevent her from making real
efforts in knowing that culture and in learning that
language. The same can be said of the roles that Ll
and L2 play in a learner's life. Great economic and
political values associated with knowing a certain L2
may be transformed into a strong extrinsic motiva-
tion to learn the language. However, if knowing the
L2 helps little in enhancing a learner's status, he
may find no incentive to work hard at learning the
language. Similarly, affective variables affect the way
he interacts with his environment. Introversion and
extroversion may determine the degree to which he
actively engages in social interactions, thereby af-
fecting the amount of linguistic input he is exposed
to and takes in. Low self-esteem may give him a pes-
simistic view of his potential and discourage him
from trying to achieve his goal, thereby hindering
him from making efforts to learn the L2.

Learning Task Analysis
Gagne, Briggs, and Wagner (1992) classify learning
into five types: intellectual skills, cognitive strate-
gies, verbal information, motor skills, and attitudes.
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Learning a foreign language involves all these capa-
bilities. It involves learning verbal information be-
cause it requires integration of existing knowledge
and new information. It involves attitudes as they
modify the learner's choice of action. It involves the
intellectual skills of discriminating, identifying ob-
ject properties, defining concepts, and forming
higher-order rules. Learning an L2 is to learn to
solve social interaction and meaning-making prob-
lems. Problem solving requires learners to monitor
and control "learning and memory processes" and
to "select and regulate the employment of relevant
intellectual skills and bring to bear task-oriented
cognitive strategies" (Gagne, Briggs, & Wager,
1992). In addition, several hundred muscles are
used in the articulation of human speech. To coor-
dinate those muscles to produce new sounds, which
differ from those the learner is familiar with, re-
quires a tremendous degree of muscular control or
the psychomotor coordination of the "speech
muscles" (Brown, 1994a, p. 57) which is within the
domain of learned motor skills.

As L2 learning involves all five types of capabili-
ties, the theories guiding EFL instruction should be
theories dealing with the learning of all these capa-
bilities. However, EFL instruction draws heavily on
cognitive and humanistic theories, which are sound
theories for intellectual, cognitive, and affective as-
pects of learning, but are not sound theories for
guiding the learning of motor skills. Gagne, et al.
(1992) point out "the learning of motor skills is best
accomplished by repeated practice," which is an
idea theoretically grounded in behaviorism. There-
fore, EFL instruction should broaden its theoretical
foundation to include some aspects of behaviorism.

Andragogical Implications
The model suggested here has a number of
andragogical implications. First, the model suggests
that a necessary condition for achieving a high level
of proficiency in learning a second language is to
shift from ML orientation to TL orientation. To fa-
cilitate the shift, EFL instructors need to help stu-
dents enrich their L2 linguistic information in
lexical structures and expand their knowledge base
of the target language. One way to do so is to pro-
vide extensive reading practice. Reading can keep
the lexical structures activated; help L2 learners
glean lexical, semantic, and syntactic information;
and enrich the L2 component of lexical structures.

Second, to facilitate the shift from ML orienta-
tion to TL orientation, instructors should help re-
move those factors which tend to trigger an ML
orientation. One such factor is the complexity of
the input. When the L2 input is beyond the
learner's L2 capability, the learner may have to re-
sort to an ML orientation. Therefore, instructors
need to simplify the complexity of both grammati-
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cal structures and lexical items and engage students
in tasks which are challenging enough yet within
the learner's L2 capability.

Third, instructors need to take into consideration
their students' goals and needs and adjust their
teaching methods accordingly. If the students are
learning an L2 for social interaction and survival
purposes, instructors need to pay attention to devel-
oping their students' communicative ability. If the
students are bound for the job market or already
working, the instructor should attend to the stu-
dents' BICS (basic interpersonal communicative
skills) and CALP (cognitive academic/language pro-
ficiency). As different teaching methods focus on
different aspects of L2 learning, instructors need to
use an informed, eclectic approach to help students
learn what they need or want to learn.

Fourth, SLA also involves the physical aspects of
learning, and practice is a must to achieve accurate
intonation and smooth rhythm. To this end, con-
trolled practice and some form of pattern drills
should be included in EFL classes. By controlling the
lexical items and sentence patterns, instructors re-
lease L2 learners from paying attention to both
meaning and forms, and give more attention to the
quality of pronunciation and intonation in speech
production.

Fifth, controlled linguistic input reduces the au-
thenticity of L2, especially the phonological aspect.
When employing controlled practice sessions in
teaching, instructors should try to use normal
speech if possible so that the learners are able to
enrich their lexical structures with authentic phono-
logical information and thereby acquire an authen-
tic phonological system.

Sixth, affective and socio-cultural variables affect
SLA. To facilitate learning processes, instructors
need to pay attention to these variables and to make
sure that optimal learning conditions are met.
When EFL learners learn to use a foreign language,
they also develop new ways of thinking, feeling,
and acting. This results in a sort of second identity,
which can easily create within the learner a sense of
fragility, a defensiveness, and a raising of inhibi-
tions. (For more information on affective and socio-
cultural variables see Brown, 1994b, p. 22-26.)

Seventh, as the richness of the L2 content of lexi-
cal structures plays an important role in facilitating
the shift from an ML orientation to a TL orienta-
tion, instructional activities and curricula need to be
designed to enrich the L2 content of lexical struc-
tures. A few ways of doing so are to make available
to EFL classes high interest and low vocabulary read-
ing materials, provide extensive reading practice,
and expose students to as much comprehensible
linguistic input as possible.

Eighth, language learning is a meaning-making
process. Comprehension involves predicting, hy-
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pothesizing, confirming, and inferring. To enhance
one's comprehension ability, one needs to learn to
use various cognitive and meta-cognitive strategies,
which need to be taught. Difficult materials can be
effectively used for teaching cognitive and meta-
cognitive strategies. But due to their high level of
difficulty, these materials consume more cognitive
efforts and decelerate reading speed. Low reading
speed means a decrease in the quantity of linguistic
input and intake. If reading materials are confined
to only difficult ones, such a curriculum may hinder
the development of lexical structures and slow
down the L2 learning process. Thus, a more bal-
anced curriculum is needed which includes both
kinds of materials: easy/simple and difficult/com-
plex. The easy/simple materials should be for exten-
sive reading and for expanding the learner's implicit
knowledge of the L2 linguistic system. The difficult/
complex materials should be for learning to use
both cognitive and meta-cognitive strategies in
meaning-making processes and for learning explicit
linguistic knowledge, including the learning of spe-
cific grammatical rules.

Closing Remarks
Teaching young adult Japanese EFL learners means
understanding and facilitating language learning by
(1) gradually shifting one's teaching focus from a
meta-language orientated approach to a more target
language orientated approach; (2) taking into ac-
count while teaching that the learner's experiences
shape her views of the target language, culture, and
its people; (3) integrating the five types of learning
when designing learning tasks; and (4) incorporat-
ing the major principles instilled in Communicative

Language Teaching (second language literature) and
Collaborative Teaching/Learning (adult education
literature) which are: plan learner-centered activi-
ties, set the learning climate, involve learners in
mutual planning, involve them in diagnosing
needs, involve them in formulating objectives, in-
volve them in designing and carrying out plans, and
involve them in evaluating learning outcomes
(McKay Sr Tom, 1999; Shoemaker, 1991).
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Opinions (Sr Perspectives
Time for a Revolution in Culture Teaching and Learning?

Mike Guest, Miyazaki Medical College

Iike many teachers, I regularly receive copies
of language textbook publishers' new offer-
ings. Every year the number seems to increase

as does the variety and scope of titles, a large num-
ber of which seem to center on the topic of "cul-
ture," certainly something of a buzzword in the EFL/
ESL community these days.

After having scanned many of these new text-
books, though, I have begun to notice some ques-
tionable trends. A great number of these textbooks
seem to rely heavily upon a taxonomy of alleged
cultural differences to fill their pages. Many seem
founded upon rather set, static cultural dichoto-
mies outlining gaps between the West (especially
the United States) and Japan, and proceed to dis-
sect from there. Although many of these books try
to be non-judgmental or evaluative in their presen-
tations of culture, and indeed some do try to focus
upon similarities or points of common behaviour,
almost all profess the need to learn about culture
through a discrete-point, rule-based form.

Thus, I retain a nagging sense that something is
amiss with this whole business of teaching culture
through emphasizing differences. I can't help but
wonder if in Japan, where there already exists a
rather pronounced sense of cultural distinction,
that by highlighting differences we don't inadvert-
ently exacerbate a type of "us vs. them" mentality,
a mentality that can easily come to manifest itself
in exclusionary or overtly racist forms.

Others have questioned the methodology behind
much of the recent "cultural differences" research,
asking whether this in fact constitutes a type of
exoticizing or othering of cultures (i.e., Kubota,
1999; Susser, 1998), arguing that such approaches
often serve to perpetuate crude and outdated ste-
reotypes. Some have politicized this tendency, see-
ing the pernicious tentacles of neo-colonialism at
work (i.e., Pennycook, 1998; Kubota, 1999). More
concisely, these authors plus other current re-
searchers (i.e., Littlewood, 2000; Rose, 1996; Spack,
1997) appear to contradict
much of the received cultural
wisdom as found in such ca-
nonical papers as those of Hall
(1976), Bruneau and Ishii
(1994), Hofstede (1986), and
Kaplan (1966).

Personally, what I have
noted in the current interest in
disseminating cultural aware-
ness is a methodological flaw,
one that perhaps can be best
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explained by comparing culture teaching method-
ology with grammar teaching methodology. I
would like to do this by making five points that are
generally agreed upon regarding grammar and
grammar teaching these days, and then apply these
to our discussion of culture and culture teaching.

1. We know that languages are living, dynamic,
nebulous entities. They are not static and set. They
cannot be easily categorized. Thus to reduce lan-
guage to a set of discrete rules (such as grammar)
and to teach these under the pretext that you are
teaching the language is to completely miss the
heart of the matter. Likewise, the idea of teaching a
culture via a few cultural "pegs" stated as
behavioural rules of a people is bound to come up
lacking as an accurate description of a culture. In
short, it may be argued that the emphasis upon
examples of cultural differences as the base mate-
rial for understanding culture is to culture learning
what yakudoku, or grammar translation, is to lan-
guage learning.

2. We know that grammar rules have so many
exceptions that it often becomes difficult and un-
wieldy to apply them to immediate communicative
problems. We have to be very wary about the pre-
sumed scope of their applications as they often fail
to adhere in this or that case. Likewise, the mass
characteristics of a culture that may be identifiable
in an abstract or generalized schema are unlikely to
be immediately applicable to the individuals, small
groups, or classrooms that most of us actually face
when dealing with other cultures. The dynamics of
monolithic cultures and the dynamics of smaller
groupings from that culture are liable to be very
different. As a philosophical maxim it can be stated
as follows: That which may be true of the whole is
not necessarily true of the parts. And it is the parts
that we face on a daily, practical basis.

3. We now know that there is not one singular,
pedagogical grammar, but rather a variety of gram-
mars. We know that the grammar of speech varies

considerably from the gram-
mar of writing. Likewise, we
should be very aware that
there exists no singular mono-
lithic Japanese or American
culture, but rather a variety of
specialized and diverse cul-
tures, each related in some
way to the whole perhaps, but
nonetheless distinct.

4. We now know that the
forms and structures of com-Time for a revolution?
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munication are determined and controlled by such
features as register, mode, and genre. For example,
we take it for granted that the style and content of
a formal academic presentation would be com-
pletely out of place during a beery chat session in
your local nomiya. Like-
wise, we must understand
that deviances and varying
norms exist within every
culture, that there are nu-
merous sub-cultures which
may be quite different
from the more standard
forms. Monolithic or repre-
sentative constructs cannot
and must not be applied to
every avenue of a society. For example, the classic
depiction of the "salaryman as samurai" as a meta-
phor for modern Japan does little to explain why
13-year-old Saori-chan and her friends want to
wear ganguro-girl fashion. Understanding the role
of the Zen koan is unlikely to be a useful way of
deciphering the values of your neighbourhood
skateboard dudes. So many culture guides and text-
books focus almost entirely on national/ethnic/
racial culture, ignoring the subcultural ethos that
invariably crosses national, racial, and ethnic lines.
Why are the subcultures of gender, academic back-
ground, hobby, occupation, or age so ignored in
favour of the national? Don't these subcultural
qualities have as much influence on the nature of
our interaction with others as does nationality?

5. We generally agree these days that one does
not learn a language well by listening to and
memorizing discrete rules about a language. Rather,
most agree that general language competence is
best achieved by participating in meaningful com-
municative tasks, tasks that are superordinate goals
within which language skills can be practiced and
absorbed. Likewise, learning a bunch of differences
is hardly likely to enhance an understanding of
culture. Doesn't it seem more likely that simply
engaging in activities with members of other cul-

tures, activities geared towards superordinate goals,
and not discrete knowledge ends, would be a better
way to absorb and understand cultures? After all,
Suzuki Ichiro is one of Japan's best exponents in
terms of presenting a positive image of his country

to the U.S., and he does it
simply by playing baseball
and doing it as well as he
can. For that he is widely
recognized and appreci-
ated. I believe that Ichiro
has done more to better the
image of Japan in many
Americans' eyes than any
number of
Monbukagakusho-endorsed

apologists following the tired and divisive ibunka
(cultural differences) or hikaku bunka (comparative
culture) routes.

Most agree that general
language competence
is best achieved by

participating in meaningful
communicative tasks.
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Conference Report
Learner Corpus Workshop

Onodera Masako, Heisei International University

Most of us in second language teaching
who have dealt with corpus linguistics
should now be aware that this area of

study has great potential for the field of SLA re-
search. But how many of us know exactly what
corpus linguistics is, and what it does for us? For
those interested, the Learner Corpus Workshop,
which was held at Showa Women's University on
October 6 and 7, 2001, was a perfect place to be-
come enlightened in this area. The workshop, orga-
nized by a group of Japanese researchers
specializing in learner corpus research, was in-
tended to meet the increasing demand from those
who want to learn about corpus linguistics and its
practical applications to SLA research. This was the
second workshop since the first one was held in
1999, and this year some 50 people from all over
Japan attended both days of the workshop.

The program for October 6 started with plenary
speeches made by Professor Rod Ellis (Auckland
University and a visiting professor at Showa
Women's University) and by a Longman represen-
tative who spoke on behalf of Mr. Andrew Tope
(Longman). Following this were presentations
given by six researchers in Japan who actually used
learner corpora data for their research projects. On
October 7, three workshops were offered to teach
basic skills and knowledge on how to use computer
software for dealing with corpora data, and each
participant chose one among the three courses:
Excel / Word, Perl, or Word Smith.

One of the highlights occurred at the very begin-
ning of the event. In his plenary speech titled Real
Data and Real Pedagogy, Ellis, with his ample experi-
ence and knowledge in the field of SLA, gave us
insightful suggestions on
the use of learner corpus
for SLA. His lecture cen-
tered around two ques-
tions: (a) What kind of
corpora should serve as the
basis for designing a sec-
ond/foreign language
course?; and (b) How
should the results of corpus analysis be applied to
the design of second/foreign language courses? In
answering the first question, he argued that com-
parative analyses of native speaker and learner cor-
pora are ideally required. He also suggested that the
corpora of native speaker language use with learn-
ers might be highly useful as it provides informa-
tion about the kinds of language use that L2
learners experience at different stages of their de-

velopment. In response to the second question,
Ellis proposed that corpus-based analyses be best
exploited through consciousness-raising (CR) tasks.
He pointed out that a benefit of corpora data is
that it demonstrates problematicity of some target
linguistic feature not only through learners' errors
(which can be observed rather easily without cor-
pora data), but also through learners' avoidance
(which is gained only by comparing native speaker
and learner corpora).

With all the expectation for possibilities and ben-
efits of corpora data in his speech, however, it was
interesting to notice that Ellis repeatedly men-
tioned the limits of corpus linguistics in language
pedagogy. One of the points he made was that cor-
pora can only assist in the design of courses by
stipulating "what" is to be taught, but they can say
nothing about the methodology of language teach-
ing (i.e. "how" to teach). He also warned that even
in selecting "what" to teach, we should not rely too
much on frequency analyses provided by corpora
data, because there is a good chance that learners
will learn high frequency items anyway. Quoting
from Cook (1996), Ellis mentioned "the leap from
linguistics to pedagogy is far from straightforward,"
and repeatedly emphasized the importance of com-
bining corpus linguistic research with SLA research.
He also articulated the importance of teachers' in-
tuition for filling the gap between linguistics and
pedagogy.

What followed this insightful speech was also
worth listening to. The Longman representative's
introduction to the explosion of new words in the
English language was astounding. He showed ex-
amples of new words in English vocabulary such as

"kidult" (an adult who likes
to play games or buy things
that most people consider
more suitable for children),
or "screenager" (a young
person who spends a lot of
time using computers and
the Internet), and ex-

Corpus linguisti
a potential fo

language teac

cs has too great
r anybody in

Ding to ignore.
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plained the new ways in
which new words are formed. Following this, six
presentations about newly conducted research us-
ing corpora data took place in two rooms. Their
topics ranged from analyses of Japanese learners'
data in terms of written style to an introduction to
error annotation tools.

The next day was spent on the acquisition of
new skills which we hoped would make ourselves a
brand new "corpus linguist." Among the three
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workshops that were offered, I attended the work-
shop for Word Smith. It is a commercial
concordancer that allows you to conduct a variety
of analyses. If you have your students' data in this
software, for example, you can instantly make a
word list of order of frequency, analyze the data
according to some keyword to find collocation pat-
terns, or focus on key linguistic items to find fre-
quent error patterns. If you have other data such as
an English textbook on your computer, you can
easily compare it with your students' data. It took
us a whole day to acquire basic skills, but it gave all
of us satisfaction to think that this investment
would broaden the possibility of our research op-
tions and save us a lot of time carrying them out in
the future. The only concern for me now is
whether I will remember all the knowledge I
crammed into my head so that I can actually use it.

In closing, I would like to reiterate what I under-
stood during the workshop: Corpus linguistics has
too great a potential for anybody in language
teaching to ignore. It can give you access to mil-
lions of words of corpus data from your home com-
puter so that you can personalize it for your own
use. But like most modern technologies, its benefits
may not be truly appreciated until you have used
it. Those who are interested in exploring this new
field should attend the next Learner Corpus Work-
shop which is scheduled to take place in June,
2002.
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A Chapter in Your Life
edited by joyce cunningham & miyao mariko

This month, please welcome our new, official Director of Programs, Larry Cisar. The editors encourage you to submit
an 800-word report about your chapter or SIG in Japanese, English, or a combination of both.

On Being a JALT National Officer
Some might comment, "Yep, Cisar is big
enough to be a chapter all by himself." It's not
quite true, but close. Now, as Director of Pro-

grams, I am mainly involved at the National level so
I will focus on that. I really believe that all mem-
bers have the potential for being good Directors for
JALT. All of us have developed and are developing
skills that give us the potential to be Directors. As
educators, we have acquired skills in planning, or-
ganizing, and executing. We have
gained competence in human rela-
tions. These are all needed skills
nothing more. Being a Director is not
some magical position. Tom Clancy
put it nicely in a novel that expertise
is developed by learning and practice;
it is not from some special inborn abil-
ity. Natural ability is helpful but even
without it, you can be the person you
want to be.

We all have ideas about JALT's fu-
ture. What is nice is that all these dif-
ferent ideas bless the organization
with freshness. It is just a matter of
putting them all together.

Time is an important factor as in
anything we do. Organizing a confer-
ence, setting up an accounting system,
and organizing a database all take
time. Finding time to do these things
means finding the job that is fun and
then going and having fun doing it. The time mi-
raculously appears. I have found over the years that
all of us have the same 24 hours. Our priorities are
very different, as they should be, and that is what
makes the difference in how time is used.

So how do I find time as Director of Programs? In
the early days of JALT, I found that 10 minutes
here and there got a lot done. I knew I could not
do things in a large batch. So, I scheduled my time.
It is surprising how much can be done that way.
Now I have time, but people I communicate with
are not on the same schedule. Again, it is planning
the small amounts of time that is important. It is
also valuable to have a patient partner in life who
lets you work that way.

"Fun" is a key word. In general, a Director needs
to enjoy doing the job; otherwise, (s)he burns out
faster than a match. I find fun in seeing a plan
come together in all its various facets. I find fun in
learning new things about an area or a new way of

doing a task, fun in seeing people and my team
enjoying the results of my work. Being a Director is
serious work, but being serious does not preclude
having fun.

"Order" is another key word. Every job within an
organization such as JALT needs order. It is much
more than organization as it involves looking both
at the large and the small pictures, the national
and the local pictures, the chapter and the SIG.

You learn order by experiencing it, by
being involved in some project and
looking beyond its immediate con-
fines. Another important meaning of
order is "giving directions." You learn
how to give orders by taking them
you find the style that fits you. Until
you follow, you cannot lead. Then,
you move up the ladder of responsi-
bility.

A hard skill to learn is the skill of
saying "No." Many books state that
you should not say this word, or say it
indirectly. I have found that, for me,
that does not work. There are times
when it is necessary, and they usually
do not feel like good times. However,
it is essential to set limits and that
often entails this two-letter word.

Rare is the person who is ready to
become a national officer when first
joining JALT; but the experience

needed can be gained quickly. Find the area of your
chapter and/or SIG that interests you and get in-
volved. All groups within JALT are looking for vol-
unteers. As you do the job, set goals for yourself.
Decide what you want to learn and learn it. After
gaining a little experience, volunteer to help the
National Directors. All of us can use help. You will
be surprised at how quickly you become ready to
take on more responsibility.

Skills I have learned while doing JALT work have
also helped me in my paying job: i.e., seeing from
many angles and being ready to try different solu-
tions. They have taught me to avoid looking only
one way at an issue and they have taught me to
work with people with very different ideas.

To conclude, JALT is an organization for each
and every one of its members. It only works if all
get involved.

Larry (The Bear) Cisar, Director of Programs, JALT,
Kanto Gakuen University, <Icisar@kanto-gakuen.acip>
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Before Dream Quest
Pretest speaking result:

After Dream Quest
Posttest speaking result:

Q: Tell me about your likes and Q: Tell me about your likes and
dislikes.

A.

dislikes.

[said nothing]
A: Uh-huh. Let me see.

Like. I like baseball.
Dislike. Mm. Uh, let me see.
OK, OK. Driver, drive not like. *

* Course emphasizes fluency over accuracy.

Age: College & Adult
Level: Beginner to Pre-Intermediate

Components:
Dream Quest Textbook V1,800
Dream Quest Plus Textbook V1,800
CD (Dream Quest & Plus combined) V2,400

* Please send me an inspection copy of: Dream Quest
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Address: EISchool Home
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Tel:
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My Share
edited by brian cullen & erin Burke

Prepositional Pennies

Michael P. Johnson,
Inuyama City Board of Education

<migjohns@aol.com>

Quick Guide
Key Words: Prepositions of location

(on, in, under, by)
Learner English Level: Beginner

Learner Maturity: Junior high school, first year
Activity Time: 20 minutes

Materials: Coins from foreign countries
(I usually use pennies)

Teaching communicatively oriented EFL classes in
the Japanese junior high school environment can be
a formidable challenge. Added to the usual chal-
lenges that exist in any language teaching endeavor
are the additional hurdles of dealing with the moti-
vational and social issues endemic to 12- to 15-year-
olds the world over. While it may be difficult to sell
all 40 of your students on the intrinsic value of
learning English on any given day, the following
fun activity encourages student motivation by offer-
ing extrinsic rewards for performance.

Procedure
This activity is best used as a closing activity after
the target prepositions have been introduced and
practiced through conversations, drills, or other pre-
sentation means.

Step 1: During the regular class activities (i.e. while
students are engaged in pairwork) the teacher circu-
lates around the classroom surreptitiously hiding
coins while helping students. Coins should be hid-
den in a variety of locations: on top of blackboards,
in students' pen cases, inside dictionaries, etc.

Step 2: When introducing the activity to students,
tell them that you have some coins that you will
hide around the classroom. Instruct them to put
their heads down on their desks and cover their eyes
so that you can hide the coins. As the coins have
already been hidden, move around the class rattling
desks and making noises that might confuse the
students. This also throws off the students who
might be inclined to peek when they should be cov-
ering their eyes.

Step 3: Proceed to write the target language on the
board.

Student: Is it (on, in, under, by) the

Teacher: Yes, it is. / No, it isn't.
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Step 4: Tell students that if they can guess where
any of the coins are, using the model language, they
can have the coin. Instruct students to remain
seated and to raise their hands if they want to guess
where the coins are hidden.

Encourage the students to use the model sentence
with Japanese vocabulary if they do not know the
English equivalent for any particular word. For ex-
ample, students may ask Is it on the kokuban? The
teacher can then provide a correct model for repeti-
tion: Is it on the blackboard? When students correctly
guess the location of a coin, allow them to leave
their seat to retrieve it.

Conclusion
First-year junior high school students thoroughly
enjoy this activity. It really promotes active use of
the target language, as well as providing peer-gener-
ated listening practice as students keenly listen to
locations guessed by their classmates.

Utilizing eGroup for
Japanese Students

Ayako Shibuya, Soka University
<Ayalalala@aol.com>

Quick Guide
Key Words: CALL, class supplement

Learner English Level: All, with computer access
Learner Maturity Level: High school and up

Preparation Time: 10 minutes to set up a group
Activity Time: A few minutes to add features. The

rest depends on the activities chosen.

eGroup is a free mailing-list service provided by Ya-
hoo! Anyone can create their own group or join an
existing group. Once you create or join a group, you
can send a message to the group address, and every-
one in the group receives your message. eGroup has
other useful free features that can be utilized not
only for CALL classes but also for other language
classes as helpful supplements.

Computer-based language teaching has become
popular worldwide in recent years, but it may not
be easy for language teachers in Japan to implement
for several reasons: teachers' own limited computer
skills, students' diversity in computer and typing
skills, school facility limitations, and so forth. For
those teachers who are a little hesitant to use a
CALL room for their course but would like to try
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some CALL elements in their class, eGroup will be
very useful. In this short paper, I would like to in-
trdduce how I created a class eGroup and used it to
supplement my courses without using a CALL room.

Creating a Class eGroup
Creating a class eGroup is easy if you have access to
the Internet. Visit <www.egroups.co.jp> for Japanese
or <www.groups.yahoo.com> for English and click
"Create New Group." You can collect your stu-
dents' email addresses in class and type them into
the directory by yourself to create a class eGroup.
An easier way is to assign students to send an email
directly to you and copy and paste the addresses
into the directory. This will save time, and you
don't have to worry about misspelling your stu-
dents' email addresses. If you have a computer wiz-
ard in your class, you may ask that student to
create the group for you and the other students.
Once you set up a group, a welcome message will
be sent to each member in the group, and by reply-
ing to it or accessing the group homepage, students
can activate their eGroup accounts. As an owner of
the group, you may prevent other people from log-
ging in and reading messages.

eGroup Features and Lesson Ideas
Exchanging Messages: This is the main feature of the
eGroup. All members of the group can receive and
read the email messages sent to the eGroup ad-
dress. Questions and answers about class can be
exchanged between students and teacher through
eGroup and the whole class can benefit from it. In
this way, you can also avoid answering the same
questions to each student. These question and an-
swer exchanges can also be done successfully be-
tween students.

Online discussions: This activity is based on the
exchange of messages. My students had a lesson
about prejudice and non-violence and discussed
these issues in class. Small group discussion often
works, but uneven patterns of participation can-
not be avoided in many lessons due to the differ-
ence in students' speaking ability and the level of
willingness to communicate. Moreover, students
seemed to have a lot to say but there was not
enough time for discussion. Therefore, as home-
work, I asked them to email their own opinion
about the topic to the eGroup, read their class-
mates' opinions, and reply to at least one mes-
sage. The students expressed their opinions and
were involved in the discussion much more than
I had expected. Shy students who usually do not
participate in class discussion expressed opinions
elaborately in online discussions, and greater par-
ticipation was witnessed, as in Warschauer's
(1997) study on electronic discussions. Later I
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received feedback from my students; most re-
ported that they enjoyed the assignment.

The Calendar: eGroup offers a calendar feature. I
posted the class schedule and list of homework as-
signments on the calendar, so absent students and
attending-but-absentminded students could check
out anytime online what they were going to/had to
do and homework due dates. By doing this, I could
avoid having "I was absent, so I didn't know the
homework for today" type of excuses. You can also
set a reminder to be sent to members at a certain
time and date with this feature.

Polls: eGroup has a poll feature where you can set
up a poll in which members cast votes. I once used
this feature to get students' feedback on which of
the units in the textbook they were interested in for
class discussions. By doing this, students could be
more involved in class decisions, and they felt more
responsible for class activities. You can also set the
deadline of a poll and have the results sent to group
members. Students can also utilize this feature
themselves to conduct surveys.

Shared Folders: Group members can share folders
online. Images, documents, and files can be up-
loaded and downloaded with this feature. My stu-
dents were given a group project leading to a group
presentation toward the end of the semester. I told
students that pictures of each group would be taken
and shared in the eGroup folder. This motivated the
students to be well prepared for the project and gave
them something to look forward to.

Links: Links and their descriptions can be shared
online with this feature; you can post links for stu-
dents to check out, and students can also post their
favorite sites. Instead of posting a site description,
another way to utilize this feature is to post ques-
tions and create a Scavenger Hunt. Students visit the
site posted and find answers to the questions.

Conclusions
I created a class eGroup at the beginning of the
school year and have been maintaining it through-
out the year. In the second semester, I conducted a
survey of my students that revealed that they "like
it," or feel it is "convenient," "good," and "should
be used more." I have never used a CALL room for
class meetings, but the eGroup features have been
very useful for both students and me, and activities
using these features have worked well in my class.

Reference
Warschauer, M. (1997). Comparing face-to-face and elec-

tronic discussion in the second language classroom.
CALICO Journal, 13 (2&3), 7-25.
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You Can Communicate It

F.-
John Morris and Brian Cullen
Nagoya Institute of Technology

<brian@celtic-otter.com>

Quick Guide
Key Words: Quick activities, Activating language

resources
Learner English Level: All

Learner Maturity Level: High school and up
Preparation Time: Very little

Activity Time: Variable

Students can often do more with their language re-
sources than they realize themselves. As teachers,
encouraging students to use their existing knowl-
edge is just as important as teaching them new ma-
terial. We have found the following activities to be
useful in encouraging students to use their existing
knowledge and resources.

Activity 1: Simple Words for Difficult Things
First, emphasize to students that they can do a lot
with the little that they
know. Demonstrate this by
carrying out a short para-
phrasing exercise.

Step 1: Divide your stu-
dents into small groups.

Step 2: Give each student
a turn to explain English
words using simple English
words that they already
know. Simple words such
as hail, sea, or lion are good
to begin with. Some sample
student paraphrases are
given below:

hail: It's like rain, but hard and cold.
sea: It's very big. It's blue. People can swim

there.
lion: It's a big cat. If I see him, I will run away.

Before starting, give several examples like these to
your students. As students become familiar with the
idea, move on to more difficult words such as guilt.
You can incorporate vocabulary from recent lessons.

Step 3: Once students are sufficiently proficient at
paraphrasing words, add some fun by making it
into a game. Give a list of words to one student in
each group. This student should not show the list
to the others.

Step 4: Set a time limit of three minutes and ask
the student to paraphrase as many words as pos-
sible. The other students in the group must try to
guess the words. The group that guesses the most
words within the time limit is the winner. Students
enjoy this game, and it provides powerful motiva-
tion to use existing language resources.

Activity 2: Using Body Language
Step 1: Emphasize to students that body language

plays a crucial role in communication. Demonstrate
a few examples to the students by using body lan-
guage to show that you are hungry, thirsty, tired, or
impatient.

Step 2: Divide students into pairs, and give one of
the students a scenario that they can communicate
without speaking.

Example:

You missed your plane because .. .

Think of a good reason and, using only body
language, explain this reason to your partner.

The reason may be written on the card or you can
ask students to use their imagination. The person
listening should also be taught to be active in try-
ing to interpret the event.

Step 3: Students then change roles. Some people
may find the use of body language a little embar-

rassing at first, but if you
ask everyone to do it at
the same time, tension can
be relieved.
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Activity 3: Combining
Body Language and
Words
The next stage is to com-
bine body language with
words that students al-
ready know, to convey a
difficult message. For this,
we use two games.

Something Strange Happened Tonight
Step 1: Divide students into several large groups.
Step 2: Give scenarios to the students that they

must report to a police officer. It is best if these
scenarios involve bizarre or amusing incidents.

Example 1: You were walking through the park
and dropped your wallet. A bird came down and
took it. You chased the bird through the park
but it dropped the wallet in its nest high up a
tree. You want to borrow a ladder to get it
down.
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Example 2: You were assaulted by an old man as
you were waiting to cross the road. You gave him
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a slap across the face, but he turned out to be a
martial arts expert and you got badly beaten up.

Students can use body language and any words
from the target language that they know to get
their message across. Different students take the
role of policeman or reporter each time, and the
other students act as spectators.

Dark and Windy Night
Step 1: Divide students into groups of about five

or six students.
Step 2: Explain to your students that it is a dark

and windy night. One student takes the role of a
person in a house in an isolated place. One by one,
the other students have to persuade this student to
let them in by explaining what has happened to
them. One of them is a murderer who is told to
make up any plausible reason to be let in. The oth-
ers are given bizarre stories. Give scenario cards to
students explaining their situation. Include instruc-
tions to use only body language, only verbal lan-
guage, or a combination of both. Here are two

examples of possible scenario cards.

Example 1: You were driving along the road
with your wife and kids when you saw a guy
whose car had broken down standing by his
car. You stopped to help. Suddenly, he pro-
duced a knife and took your car with your fam-
ily. You need to borrow the telephone and tell
the police. (Use only body language.)

Example 2: You were driving through a forest
when there was a flash of purple light and your
engine went dead. You got out of the car and
saw strange lights. When you got to them you
saw they were aliens unloading weapons. You
want to get in so you can inform the authori-
ties. (Use only verbal language.)

Students try hard to talk their way into the house,
and the bizarre events of their stories keep the
mood fun. By allowing students to use different
combinations of body language and verbal lan-
guage, all students will begin to realize the rich
resources that they already have.

Weed to Publish?

Need Support?
*c° The Language Teachers Peer Support Group (PSG) can help you

make your writing clear, concise, and captivating!

*° We provide a friendly, cooperative environment for sharing
ideas and feedback that will help you write a better paper.

*° So pull out that rough draft you've been sifting on and contact
us today at <tltpsg@jalt.org>!

The PSG is also looking for good, motivated writers who want to
help others improve their writing. Come work with a great team
that's doing a great service!

Contact Wilma Luth at the address above for more details.
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edited by amanda obrien

Talking to Yourself in English: An Alternative Ap-
proach to E.F.L. Book 1Intermediate. Chris Sion.
Heerlen, The Netherlands: Training Etcetera, 1995.
pp. 76. ISBN: 90-74645-01-1.
Talking to Yourself in English: An Alternative Ap-
proach to E.F.L. Book 2Advanced. Chris Sion.
Heerlen, The Netherlands: Training Etcetera, 1995.
pp. 76. ISBN: 90-74645-02-X. £5.50 each or £10
together.

Folk wisdom has it that talking to yourself is the first
sign of madness. In these two fascinating little books,
Chris Sion proposes that learners of English who talk
to themselves in English are very wise indeed.

Sion argues that talking to yourself is a natural ac-
tivity which, if it is done in English, provides students
with practice opportunities and increases their flu-
ency. Second language acquisition research suggests
that this may be true. Catalysts for language learning
include the interpretation of meaningful input and
efforts to express meaning. These are the results that
have led to communicative EFL methodologies, to
pairwork and group work, and class discussions in
English. By talking to themselves, students lose the
advantages of negotiating meaningful input in inter-
action with others, but they retain the benefits of
attempting to express meaning.

The first book is aimed at intermediate students of
English who are looking for new ways of studying
by themselves. It contains 102 activities designed to
encourage students to practise their English in
monologues, which may be spoken out loud, whis-
pered, or said silently. The activities are divided into
seven sections, entitled Here and Now, Trips and
Travel, Diaries, Remembering, Lists and Records,
Counting Numbers and Time, and Alphabet Games.
Some of the activities will be very familiar, for ex-
ample, giving directions to places in your home-
town (Directions, p. 17) or talking about the
members of your family (Family Tree, p. 40). Other
exercises include making commentaries on your
own activities, and on what you can see and hear
around you; imagining future events and recalling
the past; recording a diary on cassette; making men-
tal lists; and number and alphabet games. Many of
the activities work equally well as dialogues, and in
fact Sion suggests practising the activities with a
partner before undertaking them alone. Yet the
most interesting activities are clearly based on genu-
ine spontaneous monologues. In Over and Over (p.
35) students are asked to relive all or part of a con-
versation they have had earlier in the day, and in
Rehearsal (Book 2, p. 4) students are asked to prac-
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Departments
tise a conversation that they will have in the future,
for example booking theatre tickets by phone, or
making a complaint.

Book 2 is written for advanced students, but uses
many of the same techniques as Book 1: visualiza-
tion, imagination, observation, and commentaries.
It begins with a similar introduction emphasizing
the importance of fluency and the book's aim of
activating passive linguistic knowledge. The intro-
ductions also suggest ways of using the books and
address possible student doubts: what to do if you
don't know a certain word, how to ensure accuracy,
what to do if you don't understand an activity.

The books are aimed at motivated students who
are keen to study by themselves. Sion encourages
this autonomy with activities like Course Diaries
(Book 1, p. 21) in which learners are asked to keep a
diary of their learning experiences. Initial guidance
in this activity is provided by a series of questions.
Teach Yourself (Book 1, p. 36) asks students to imag-
ine teaching something that they have learned re-
cently, which is a great test of their mastery of the
subject. In addition to the self-access aspect of these
books, I feel that this type of monologue could be
used as a valid classroom activity in which students
can take a moment to gather their thoughts before
embarking on the next pairwork.

For motivated students, the less outgoing, and for
those with few chances to practise their English, I
would recommend these books. For teachers who
are looking for a different approach in the class-
room, they provide an interesting solution.

Reviewed by William Green
Sapporo University Women's Junior College

Business Basics. David Grant and Robert McLarty.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001. pp. 175.
Y2,700. ISBN: 0-19-457340-0.

Business Basics is a solid introductory business En-
glish text for adult false beginner learners. The
book's use of British English should be of interest to
many teachers in Japan, where the terms "English"
and "American English" are usually interpreted to
be one and the same.

In addition to the student text and two cassettes
or CDs there is a student workbook and a teacher's
book available. The workbook, which could be used
for additional homework, contains exercises similar
to the ones contained in the textbook and is de-
signed to help reinforce the text's grammar points
and vocabulary items. The teacher's book contains
lesson plans, photocopiable pages for twelve addi-
tional pairwork communicative activities, and
progress tests. A videotape, Big City Video, based on
the textbook syllabus, is also offered for sale but was
not available to this reviewer.
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The main textbook consists of 12 thematically
linked units covering topics such as going on a busi-
ness trip, describing and comparing, and dealing
with problems. These units are divided into three
sections, each with its own teaching point, which
more often than not is grammatical.

The textbook covers the four language skills al-
though in unequal proportions. There is a lot of
listening practice throughout each unit. The listen-
ing tapes include mainly British speakers as well as
some American and nonnative speakers. The use of
British English did not present any major problems
for my students who are more familiar with the
President's rather than the Queen's English. Unfor-
tunately, the tests included with the teacher's
manual contain no listening questions and instead
focus on testing only grammatical and vocabulary
knowledge. The textbook also contains pronuncia-
tion practice in nearly every section: Students must
listen, identify, and then produce various items
such as minimal pairs, word stress, and contrac-
tions. Sensibly, the textbook focuses on features
common to British and American English rather
than the differences. The textbook also provides a
suitable amount of business-related reading and
vocabulary building activities.

While the textbook handles the listening and
reading skills reasonably well, it covers the language
skills requiring production less thoroughly. In the
book's few writing exercises students are rarely re-
quired to produce work beyond the phrase or sen-
tence level. It is also unfortunate that the speaking
activities designed by the book's authors are exclu-
sively pairwork and neglect small group work and
types of speaking beyond back and forth dialogues.
After a few lessons my students found such
pairwork limiting and I found it slightly unnatural.

Business Basics is a well-structured text with a
strong focus on teaching basic grammar and listen-
ing skills. The material covered in the book is el-
ementary and should not pose many difficulties for
teachers who lack a business background or knowl-
edge of British English. The text is perhaps best used
by students who are working because it requires dis-
cussion of their own workplaces and jobs. A class of
college students who studied with the book had
difficulty relating to some of its tasks. Ultimately,
whether or not a teacher chooses to employ this
book in their classroom will depend largely on their
attitudes towards grammar-based syllabi. Some
teachers will be comfortable with the text's focus on
grammar, others will find it limiting.

Reviewed by James McCrostie
Omiya Chapter

Recently Received
compiled by linh t. pallos

The following items are available for review. Overseas
reviewers are welcome. Reviewers of all classroom re-
lated books must test the materials in the classroom.
An asterisk indicates first notice. An exclamation mark
indicates third and final notice. All final notice items
will not be available for review after the 29th of March.
Please contact the Publishers' Reviews Copies Liaison.
Materials will be held for two weeks before being sent to
reviewers and when requested by more than one re-
viewer will go to the reviewer with the most expertise in
the field. Please make reference to qualifications when
requesting materials. Publishers should send all materi-
als for review, both for students (text and all peripher-
als) and for teachers, to Publishers' Reviews Copies
Liaison.

For Students
Course Books
*Projects from the University Classroom. Ford, K., &

McCafferty, E. (Eds.). The College and University Edu-
cators Special Interest Group of the Japan Association
for Language Teaching UALT CUE SIG), 2001.

Landmark (Intermediate & Upper-Intermediate).
Haines, S., & Stewart, B. Oxford: Oxford University
Press, 2000.

Quick Work: A Short Course in Business English (Pre-
Intermediate & Intermediate). Hollett, V. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2000.

Big City. Hutchinson, T., & O'Driscoll, N. Oxford: Ox-
ford University Press, 2001.

Head for Business (Intermediate). Naunton, J. Oxford:
Oxford University Press, 2000.

Longman English Express 1 & 2. Rost, M., Thewlis, S., &
Schmidt, J. Hong Kong: Longman Asia ELT, 2002.

The Good Grammar Book: A Grammar Practice Book
for Elementary to Lower-Intermediate Students of
English. Swan, M., & Walter, C. Oxford: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 2001.

Supplementary Materials
Creating Conversation in Class: Student-Centred Inter-

action. Sion, C. London: First Person Publishing &
DELTA Publishing, 2001.

Oxford Idioms: Dictionary for Learners of English.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001.

Oxford Phrasal Verbs: Dictionary for Learners of En-
glish. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001.

Oxford Student's Dictionary of English. Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 2001.

English for Primary Teachers. Slattery, M., & Willis, J.
Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2001.

Film. Stempleski, S., & Tomalin, B. Oxford: Oxford Uni-
versity Press, 2001.

Arts and Crafts with Children. Wright, A. Oxford: Ox-
ford University Press, 2001.

For information on advertising in TLT, please contact the JALT Central Office:
Urban Edge Bldg. SF, 1-37-9 Taito, Taito-ku, Tokyo 110-0016; t: 03-3837-1630; f: 03-3837-1631; tlt_adv@jalt.org
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JALT News
2001 Sheltered English Workshops (SEW)

Presentations Report
This year's workshops were very successful in terms
of the numbers of participants for all of the presen-
tations. We made very good use of our ten time
slots and had a good turn out at all presentations
with the exception of the 12 o'clock time slot with
just five participants, perhaps because it was the
lunch hour. The average number of participants
that attended the presentations was 20 (about 50%
were nonnative speakers of English), with one as
high as 35 participants. Despite our considerable
efforts to be clear that the workshops were for non-
native speakers of English, there was a lot of interest
from native speakers. In order to compensate and
not have to turn interested people away, at the be-
ginning of each presentation we announced that
the workshops were designed for nonnative English
speakers and asked that that group be given the first
opportunity to speak when called upon. Presenters
said that most people were very respectful of that
request. There still seems to be confusion about the
SEW acronym on the schedule, however the layout
of the schedule was much better for these work-
shops than it has been in the past. The numbers of
people indicate a great interest in the presentation
topics that were offered. The topics included practi-
cal issues like error correction, audio assessment,
discussion/debate, adapting texts, and collaborative
teaching practices, as well as more theoretical topics
like the experiential learning cycle.

Eric Gustaysen
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Okinawa Chapter's Special 2002 Projects
Okinawa JALT has two new projects for the new
year. The first is the development of an Okinawa
JALT homepage by our website coordinator, Douglas
Dreistadt of Okinawa International University. In
addition Dreistadt is setting up an Okinawa Chapter
e-group that will allow us to have ongoing dialogues
with our membership on various topics related to
improving language teaching in Okinawa.

Our second project is the establishment of an
Okinawa Teacher's Resource Center. It will be lo-
cated at Okinawa Christian Junior College and the
temporary chair will be Murata Norie, whp was the
Okinawa JALT chapter treasurer for many years. She
is now professor of the teacher training program at
Okinawa Christian Junior College.

The purpose of the Resource Center will be to
make teaching materials available to the JALT
Okinawa membership. Once established, members
will be able to check out materials for a one-month
period. A few of the areas of interest include teach-
ing theory, practical classroom application and les-
son plans, videos on culture and professional
development, and publishers' materials. Since we
are in the developmental stages of the Okinawa
Teacher's Resource Center, we are looking for prac-
tical ways to classify and categorize what we will
provide. We believe that this resource center will
allow us to develop a more positive relationship
with the publishing firms in Japan and in turn we
hope that we can better offer our members valuable
resources to improve their teaching.

Okinawa JALT has an active group of officers
who believe that the Okinawa Chapter can make a
difference in the way we teach and the way stu-
dents learn. We hope to do this by providing con-
tinuing education that enhances language
education and language learning.

Any JALT member that would like to contribute
some useful information to assist us in our website
project or our teacher's resource center, please con-
tact the president Lyle Allison at
<leaphd@aol.com> or <lallison@ocjc.ac.jp>.

Lyle Allison, Okinawa Chapter President
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Call for Nominations
Nominations are now open for the following JALT
National Officer positions:

Director of ProgramsSupervises the arrangements
for the Annual Conference; plans special programs
and workshops that will be made available to
Chapters and SIGs.

Director of TreasuryMaintains all financial
records; collects and disburses all funds of the or-
ganization; presents an account of the financial
status of the organization at a General Meeting.

Director of Public RelationsCoordinates JALT
publicity; promotes relations with educational
organizations, media and industry; acts as liaison
with institutional and commercial members.

AuditorInspects the status of JALT's business and
assets; presents opinions to the Directors concern-
ing JALT's business and assets; reports to the Gen-
eral Meeting or to the concerned governmental
authority concerning any problems with JALT's
business and assets.

Director of RecordsResponsible for recording and
keeping the minutes of Executive Board Meetings
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and the General Meeting, and for keeping the
chapters and SIGs informed of the activities of the
organization.

All terms are for two years (except for Director of
Records which is for one year only this time because
no one was elected last year) beginning immediately
after the Ordinary General Meeting at the JALT2002
Conference in Shizuoka. Further descriptions of
these positions can be found in the Constitution
and Bylaws of JALT as published in The Language
Teacher February Supplement: Information & Direc-
tory, Officers & Associate Members.

All nominees must be JALT members in good
standing. To nominate someone (yourself included),
contact Edward Haig in writing by letter, fax, or
email at Faculty of Language and Culture, Nagoya
University, Furo-cho, Chikusa-ku, Nagoya-shi, 464-
8601; f: 052-789-4789; email: <haig@lang.nagoya-
u.ac.jp>. When making nominations, identify
yourself by name, chapter affiliation, and member-
ship number, and include your contact information.
Identify your nominee by name, chapter affiliation,
and membership number, and include his/her con-
tact information. The deadline for nominations is
May 31, 2002.

Candidates who accept their nomination will be
asked to submit their biodata, statement of purpose,
and a photo by June 10, 2002.

Anyone with further questions about the elec-
tions should contact Edward Haig at the numbers
above.
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Edward Haig
Chair, Nominations and Elections Committee

SIG News
Edited by coleman south

CALLThe CALL SIG invites presentation/work-
shop proposals for its 7th annual international
conference, JALTCALL2002: Local Decisions,
Global Effects, to be held at Hiroshima Jogakuen
University on Saturday & Sunday, May 18 & 19,
2002, (plus special pre- and post-conference
events on May 17 & 20). Proposals relevant to the
conference theme will be given highest priority;
however, all topics that address the issue of how
computer technology is applied in the classroom
are acceptable. Educators concerned with all lev-
els of instruction are invited to submit proposals.
Those who submit accepted proposals on or be-
fore Monday, April 1 may register for the confer-
ence at the discount rate. For submission details,
please visit our website at <jaltcalLorg/confer-
ences/cal12002>.

GALEThe GALE, GILE, & PALE SIGs, along with
two NGOs, are cosponsoring a conference en-
titled Peace as a Global Language to be held in
Tokyo, September 28 & 29, 2002, at Daito Bunka
Kaikan (of Daito Bunka University). Conference
themes include teaching about human rights,
conflict resolution, gender issues, environmental
issues, and peace. Language teachers, other edu-
cators, activists, and students are all welcome to
attend as well as to give presentations or work-
shops. Presentations can be in English, Japanese,
or bilingual. For more information please visit the
conference website <kyushu.com/peace> or con-
tact the coordinators of GALE, GILE, PALE, or the
Peace as a Global Language Conference Commit-
tee c/o J. Nakagawa (see GALE contact informa-
tion).
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Learner DevelopmentEnjoy Mt. Rokko in the
autumn! The LDSIG will be holding another au-
tumn retreat in the mountains above Kobe on
October 5 & 6, 2002. Current plans are that it will
be a work-in-progress sharing of work towards an
anthology of research into learner autonomy,
planned for publication sometime in 2003.
Watch this space for more details, or contact
Steve Brown or Usuki Miyuki (See LD contact in-
formation).

Other Language Educators (OLE)OLE published
its Newsletter #22 on January 15, 2002. It con-
tains the following: a revised coordinator's report;
updated statements of purpose in Chinese, En-
glish, French, German, and Japanese; calls for
papers for OLE-related events at JALT2002; a
JALT2002 Call for Papers (in full, so that those
who might want to present will know how to
submit proposals) plus an idea file for those who
can not readily come up with a proposal; a dis-
cussion paper to be subjected to criticism; and a
list of publishers of other foreign language text-
books and publishers' information. Copies of the
newsletter are available from the coordinator,
Rudolf Reinelt (See OLE contact information).

PragmaticsThis SIG is now in its third year, the
second year as an Affiliate. This means that as
long as we maintain a membership of 50 or more
and meet the other JALT requirements for a na-
tional SIG, we will reach Full SIG status at the end
of 2002. Our membership has been growing
steadily, with 12 members joining at the confer-
ence, which puts the total at 85 (66 of which are
also JALT members). If you would like to join,
please contact one of our Membership Co-chairs,
Kite Yuri, <ykite@gol.com> or Bill Hogue,
<whogue@alumni.indiana.edu>.

JALT2001 Report. At our SIG-sponsored forum
on Acquisition of Pragmatics, attendance was
standing room only. The four speakers discussed
longitudinal and cross-sectional approaches to
studying the acquisition of pragmatics by both
young and adult learners. Dr. Gabriele Kasper, a
leading expert in the field of interlanguage prag-
matics, provided fascinating insight into how
these studies fit into a larger framework. She then
offered a list of potential theories that could be
applied to help explain L2 pragmatic develop-
ment. These included theories in developmental
psychology, cognitive psychology and
psycholinguistics, and language socialization and
identity. Her presentation reminded of us of the
broad range of perspectives available for insights
as we inquire into the challenges of acquiring L2
pragmatics.

Next, the Pragmatics SIG also held its annual
general meeting, where we discussed ways to pub-
licize and promote our SIG and encourage new
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membership and discussed the possibility of plan-
ning a joint SIG mini-conference during spring of
2003. Changes to the officer list were also ap-
proved: Ohashi Mariko became the new Trea-
surer, Mary Christianson slid over to Publicity
Co-chair, and Bill Hogue was approved as a Mem-
bership Co-chair and Webmaster. Please check
out our website at <groups.yahoo.com/group/
jaltpragsig>.

SIG Contacts

edited by coleman south
BilingualismPeter Gray; t/f: 011-897-9891(h);

<pag@sapporo.email.ne.jp>; <www.kagawa-
jc.ac.jp/-steve_mc/jaltbsig>

College and University EducatorsAlan
Mackenzie; t/f: 03-3757-7008(h);
<asm@typhoon.co.jp>

Computer-Assisted Language LearningTimothy
Gutierrez; t: 0823-21-4771;
<timothygutierrez@yahoo.com>; <jaltcall.org/>

Foreign Language Literacy (Currently requesting
to be disbanded or merged with another SIG)
David Dycus (temporary coordinator);
<dcdycus@asu.aasa.ac.jp>

Gender Awareness in Language EducationJane
Nakagawa; t: 0293-43-1755;
<janenakagawa@yahoo.com>; <www2.gol.com/
users/ath/gale>

Global Issues in Language EducationKip A.
Cates; t/f: 0857-31-5650(w); <kcates@fed.tottori-
u.ac.jp>; <www.jalt.org/global>

Japanese as a Second LanguageNitoguri Shin;
<nitoguri@isec.u-gakugei.ac.jp>

Junior and Senior High SchoolRobert "Bob"
Betts; t/f: 0294-54-0344; <bobj.betts@nifty.ne.jp>

Learner DevelopmentSteve Brown t: 0727-23 -
5854(w), f: 0727-21-1323(w),
<brown@Assumption.ac.jp>; Usuki Miyuki; <m-
usuki@hokuriku-u.ac.jp>; <www.miyazaki-
mu.ac.jp/-hnicholl>

Material WritersJames Swan; t/f: 0742-41 -
9576(w); <swan@daibutsu.nara-u.ac.jp>;
<www.jalt.org/mwsig>

Other Language EducatorsRudolf Reinelt; t/f:
089-927-6293(h); t/f: 089-927-9359(w);
<reinelt@ll.ehime-u.ac.jp>

PragmaticsYamashita Sayoko; t/f: 03-5 -5283-
5861; <yama@tmd.ac.jp>; <groups.yahoo.com/
group/jaltpragsig>

Professionalism, Administration, and Leadership
in EducationEdward Haig; f: 052-789-4789(w);
<haig@lang.nagoya-u.ac.jp>; Michael H. Fox;
<thefox@humans-kc.hyogo-dai.ac.jp>;
<www.voicenet.co.jp/-davald/PALEJournals.html>

Teacher EducationMiriam Black; t: 096-339 -
1952(h); 096-343-1600(w);
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<miriamblacktesig@yahoo.com>
Teaching ChildrenAleda Krause; t/f: 048 -787-

3342; <aleda@tba.t-com.ne.jp>
Testing and EvaluationTim Newfields; t/f: 052 -

861-2465(h); <testsig@jalt.org>; <www.jalt.org/test>
Video (Currently requesting to be disbanded or

merged with another SIG)Daniel Walsh; t/f:
0722-99-5127(h); 0722-65-7000(w);
<walsh@hagoromo.ac.jp>; <www.jalt.org/video>

Forming SIGs
EikaiwaDuane Flowers; t/f: 0736-36-2993;

<duane@purple-dolphin.com>
PronunciationVeronika Makarova; t: 0298 -

567862(h); f: (except university vacations/holi-
days) 047-350-5504(w);<makarova@etl.go.jp>; Elin
Melchior; t: 568-76-0905; f: 568-71-8396;
<elin@gol.com>

Chapter Reports
edited by richard blight

Nagasaki: December Global Issues by various
speakers. For the final meeting of the year, we
invited everyone to bring ideas or plans on how
to deal with content-based classes centered on
the theme of Global Issues. These could be for
elementary schools, junior and senior high
schools, colleges and universities, language
schools, or private lessons. We began by brain-
storming what "Global Issues" actually means,
and what kind of topics might be acceptable un-
der the rubric of "content-based instruction." We
then discussed which topics might be considered
risky due to pedagogical or socio-political reasons
in various schools, and with various kinds of
learners. We also talked about various methods
which could be employed, and the types of mate-
rials available. Some general themes or topics
which emerged were peace and conflict studies,
nuclear weapons, human rights, and AIDS educa-
tion. A particularly lively discussion centered on
whether educators and activists here in Nagasaki
over-emphasized the suffering caused by the
atomic bombing of the city on August 9, 1945, at
the expense of a broader understanding of war
and peace. The handouts used (and still available,
for anyone interested) were human rights
pairwork sheets, a bilingual activity chart on
rights (both courtesy of the JALT Global Issues
SIG), and a basic level bilingual lesson plan for
World AIDS Day (prepared by the Japan AIDS Pre-
vention Awareness Network).

Reported by Tim Allan
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Nagoya: DecemberMy Share by Tim Newfields,
Nagano Yoshimi, Katsuda Ryoko, et al. Speakers
presented information from the PAC3 at JALT2001
conference and shared further ideas based on indi-
vidual teaching experiences. Newfields demon-
strated how a quick creation of a map of the world
reflects one's individual consciousness. Nagano
and Kawashito showed how to a play a janken
game that evolved through several stages of devel-
opment. Katsuda illustrated how to use cards with
pictures of celebrities to build a card collection.
Porter led a discussion on investigating an English
education system that could serve as a successful
role model (further information is available at
<http://lifelongenglish.homestead.com/
Share.html>). White demonstrated how children
can advance their English skills by using a hop-
scotch phonics game. Shimo shared a useful way
of teaching grammar in the university classroom.
Yamazaki illustrated how students can extend
their vocabulary knowledge by using colored
cards, which are ultimately arranged into correct
word order. The members of the audience were
particularly gratified by the variety of information
presented in this My Share session.

Reported by John Ahern

Omiya: JulyA Task-Based Approach to Using
Video in Content Courses at Japanese Universi-
ties by Evelyn Naoumi. Naoumi began by showing
a video clip from the Headway Intermediate course,
and explained that since she wasn't happy either
with the Headway package or with traditional
methods for using video, she decided to try some-
thing differenta task-based approach to using
video in the classroom. The approach uses a three-
stage framework, incorporating pretask, task, and
posttask stages, and enables teachers to engage
students' interest, to focus on specific information
and language, and to produce a piece of work
based on the video presentation. She designs tasks
in three steps: needs analysis, course content and
evaluation, and a checklist. The needs analysis
includes testing reading ability, consideration of
students' level, a questionnaire about language
experience, and student interviews. Naoumi's sug-
gestions for carrying out a needs analysis and the
checklist for video clips she provided were particu-
larly welcome additions to participants' toolkits.

Naoumi's courses have covered content includ-
ing the economy, media, the political system, and
sports. She has used several commercial video
packages including Window on Britain, Headway,
Voices, and U.K. Today. According to Naoumi, ap-
plying task-based methodology in her teaching
context is difficult. The students' levels are mixed,
and somewhere in the process the language has to
be explained and developed. The challenge for the

March 2002
_1,49

teacher is in isolating problems and finding solu-
tions, for example, deciding how much time to
spend on each task. A task-based approach re-
quires knowledge of the students' linguistic level
and experience using the language, and consider-
ation of whether the students have done pairwork
or group work. Often the best approach is to use
video to develop content for the students to talk
about rather than using it for direct comprehen-
sion exercises.

Reported by Michael Stout

Chapter Meetings
edited by torn mercer

HiroshimaThe Current State of Teaching English
in Japanese Schools by Miyaoku Masamichi. The
speaker will introduce the results of his research
into high school students' English abilities and
their attitudes toward English education. Also he
will talk about how English teachers are working
on improving the current state. At least part of
this meeting will be conducted in Japanese. Sunday
March 17, 15:00-17:00; International Conference
Center 3F, Seminar Room #2, Hiroshima Peace Memo-
rial Park; one-day members 500 yen.

HokkaidoChris Perry will present on helping stu-
dents master English pronunciation at all levels.
This is a hands-on presentation and you will leave
with ready-to-work tips for the classroom. Sunday
March 24, 13:30-16:00 (doors open at 13:00);
Hokkaido International School (for address and direc-
tions to the venue, please visit our website); one-day
members 1000 yen.
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KanazawaCode Switching and Language Devel-
opment of Bilingual Children by Takagi Mariko.
The presenter will report a study investigating
code-switching patterns of Japanese/English bilin-
gual children in the North East of England from
linguistic and psycholinguistic perspectives. The
study contributes to the examination of how the
children's L1 development is influenced by the
contact with L2. It shows how code-switching pat-
terns can be an indicator of the children's lan-
guage dominance and Ll maintenance. Sunday
March 17, 14:00-16:00; Shakai Kyoiku Center (3 -2-
15 Honda-machi, Kanazawa).
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KitakyushuEnglish in Elementary Schools: What
Will It Mean For Secondary School Teachers? by
Yoshida Kensaku, Sophia University, and Tom
Merner, Japan College of Foreign Languages.
Please join the Kitakyushu JALT chapter for a talk
on how changes to the elementary curriculum
may affect English education in secondary
schools. The speakers will share their knowledge
and experience from working on Monbukagakusho
committees to revise English education. Topics
covered will include the current state of English
education and teacher training in elementary
schools, proposed options for elementary English
education, and how these changes may affect sec-
ondary English education. This presentation will
be sponsored in part by STEP and should be of
interest to teachers at the elementary and tertiary
levels as well. Bring a friend. Saturday March 9,
19:00-21:00; Kitakyushu International Conference
Center, room 31; one-day members 500 yen.

MatsuyamaClassroom Activities, by Philip
O'Neill, Oxford University Press. O'Neill will intro-
duce a number of activities for classroom use with
a wide range of students. This workshop should be
of help to teachers of children and adults alike.
The presentation will also discuss some ideas on
using extensive reading to build student indepen-
dence and motivation. There will also be a display
of Oxford University Press texts and books for
teachers. Sunday March 10, 14:15-16:20; Shinonome
High School Kinenkan 4F; admission free.

NagasakiTo be confirmed. We will have another
great meeting planned for March; at press time,
details were not yet confirmed. We will be posting
information about it in a variety of websites,
newsletters, and through our own monthly, free
email newsletter. If you would like to subscribe,
you can do so automatically anytime through the
signup website at <http://kyushu.com/jalt/
nagamail.php3> or by contacting us as per the
Chapter Contact list. Please note that most of our
meetings in 2002 will be held at a new location:
Kotsu Centre, Nagasaki Bus Terminal Building,
4F, Volunteer Support Centre, directly across
from Nagasaki JR and Amu Plaza. Hope to meet
you thereall welcome!

NaraMaking Effective Use of Multi Media in
Project Work by Simon Cole. This presentation
looks at the experience of a multi-media project
at a private high school. In the project, students
used a reader-response approach to study the lyr-
ics of an English pop song. They then used com-
puter software to produce a visual for karaoke,
and then synchronized subtitles with the song.
Students then produced a written justification for
their visual with reference to the song's lyrics.
The presentation will look at some of the lessons
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of the project and will attempt to make some
generalizations about effective ways to use multi-
media in the classroom. Saturday March 23, 14:00-
17:00; Tezukayama University, Gakuenmae Campus
(Kintetsu Gakuenmae Station); free to all.

OmiyaMeaningful Personal Discourse in the
Classroom, Despite Textbooks by Rob Hughes
and Simon Evans, Seigakuin University. The pre-
senters believe that the communicative ex-
changes that take place in the classroom are
rarely meaningful. This can change. Commercial
instructional materials will be examined to deter-
mine their "communicativeness." The presenters
advocate the use of icon-supported, teacher-made
pairwork activities as a means to get students pro-
ducing meaningful, extended, unscripted dis-
course. Sunday March 17, 14:00-17:00; Omiya
JACK 6F (near JR Omiya Station, west exit; one-day
members, 1000 yen.

West TokyoRoles, Strategies, and Skills for Acti-
vating Student Discussions by Valley Peters, To-
kyo Joggakan Junior College. The conversational
skills necessary for participating in a content-
based classroom discussion are elusive yet crucial.
Defining roles and providing the language sup-
port necessary to exchange ideas are two ele-
ments that the presenter has found helpful for a
successful classroom discussion. The presenter
will share her experience in developing these
skills in the junior college setting and will offer
participants the opportunity to discuss how these
ideas can be applied to their contexts. The pre-
sentation will be followed by a goodbye party for
departing officers. Sunday March 17, 13:00-15:00;
Tokyo Jogakkan Junior College, Minami-machida
station on Denentoshi line (email
<kim.parent@sit.edu> for directions); one-day mem-
bers 1000 yen.

YamagataCross-Cultural Misunderstanding Be-
tween Japanese and Americans by Stephen Ryan,
Yamagata University. This presentation will dis-
cuss ongoing research concerning cross-cultural
misunderstandings between Japanese and Ameri-
cans. The focus of this discussion is that Japanese
and Americans often misunderstand each other
due to the disparity of their own everyday unique
cultural experiences that have become highly
over learned and exist as unrecognized informa-
tion or cultural scripts. Sunday March 3, 13:30-
15:30; Yamagata Kajo Kominkan (t: 0236-43-2687);
one-day members 800 yen.

YokohamaThe regular monthly chapter meeting
for March will be held, with the program to be
announced. Sunday March 10, 14:00-16:30; Ginoo
Bunka Kaikan, in Kannai (three minutes from JR
Kannai Station and one minute from
Isezakichojamachi on Yokohama Subway line); one-
day members 1000 yen.
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Chapter Contacts
edited by torn merner

People wishing to get in touch with chapters for informa-
tion can use the following list of contacts. Chapters
wishing to make alterations to their listed contact per-
son should send all information to the editor: Tom
Merner; t/f: 045-822-6623; <tmt@nn.iij4u.or.jp >.

AkitaSuzuki Takeshi; t: 018-422-1562;
<takeshis @mail.edinet.ne.jp>

ChibaRonald Schmidt; t: 0475-53-2154;
<Schmidt@jiu.ac.jp>; Sandra Ingram;
t: 0475-53-2270; <singram@jiu.ac.jp>

FukuiWatanabe Takako; t/f: 0776-34-8334;
<wtakako@vesta.ocn.ne.jp>

FukuokaJ. Lake; <j@bamboo.ne.jp>; website
<www.kyushu.com/jalt/events.html>

Gifu (Affiliate Chapter)Paul Doyon;
t: 058-329-1328, f: 058-326-2607;
<doyon@alice.asahi-u.ac.jp>

GunmaWayne Pennington; t/f: 027-283-8984;
<jklw-pgtn@asahi-net.or.jp>; website
<202.236.153.60/JALT/>

HamamatsuBrendan Lyons; t/f: 053-454-4649;
bren@gol.com; website <hamamatsujalt.com>

HimejiWilliam Balsamo; t: 0792-54-5711;
<balsamo@kenmeLac.jp>

HiroshimaCheryl Martens; t: 082-
820 -3767 (w);
<cmartens@z.hkg.ac.jp>; Simon
Capper;
t: 082-278-1103;
<capper@suzugamine.ac.jp>; website
ditcaLyasuda-u. ac.jp/student/
jalthiroshima.html>.

HokkaidoAlan M. Cogen; t: 011-571-5111;
<cogen @di.htokai.ac.jp >; website
<englishforum.sgu.ac.jp/-jalthokkaido/>

Ibaraki Martin Pauly; t: 0298-58-9523; f: 0298 -58-
9529; <pauly@k.tsukuba-tech.ac.jp>; Kobayashi
Kunihiko; <kunihiko@cc.ibaraki-ct.ac.jpwebsite>;
<www.kaseLac.jp/JALT/lbaraki.html>

IwateMary Burkitt; t/f: 019-647-7185;
<iwatejalt@hotmail.com>

KagawaDavid Juteau; t: 0883-53-8844;
<david-juteau@mailcity.com>

KagoshimaNick Walters;
<kagojalt@hotmail.com>; website
<www.kyushu.com/jalt/kagoshima.html>

KanazawaBill Holden; t: 076-229-6153(w),
229-5608(h); <holden@nsknet.or.jp>; website
<www.jaist.ac.jp/-mark/jalt.html>

KitakyushuChris Carman; t: 093-603-1611(w);
592-2883(h); <carman@med.uoeh-u.ac.jp>;
website <www.seafolk.ne.jp/kqjalt/>

KobeHirayanagi Yukio; t/f: 078-794-0401;
<hirayanagi@aol.com>; website

<asia.geocities.com/wm_hogue/kobejalt>
KumamotoChristopher A. Bradley; t/f: 096 -346-

1553; <dkchris@shokei-gakuen.ac.jp>; website
<www.kyushu.com/jalt/kumamoto.html>

KyotoPeter Wanner; t: 075-724-7266(w); f: 075
724-7580(w); <pwanner@ipc.kit.ac.jp>

MatsuyamaRichard Blight; t/f: 089-927-8341;
<rblight@eec.ehime-u.ac.jp>; website
<MatsuyamaJALT.50megs.com/>

MiyazakiToyota Hiro; t: 0985-50-7485;
<htoyota@miyazaki-mic.ac.jp>; website
<www.miyazaki-mic.ac.jp/faculty/sdavies/
Miyazaki_pgrm/officers.html>

NagasakiTim Allan; t/f: 095-824-6580;
<allan @kwassui.ac.jp >; Shiina Katsunobu; t/f:
095-861-5356; <aab28032@pop16.odn.ne.jp>;
website <www.kyushu.com/jalt/nagasaki.html>

NagoyaMathew White; 0565-53-9953;
<matspaldingwhite@hotmail.com>

NaraShiki Osato; t/f: 0745-77-1961;
<shiki @d8.dion.ne.jp>

NiigataAngela Ota; t: 0250-41-1104;
<angela@cocoa.ocn.ne.jp>

OkayamaPeter Burden; t/f: 086 293 3545;
<burden-p@osu.ac.jp>

OkinawaCaroline Latham; t/f: 0980-54-0787;
<carolineclatham@hotmail.com>

OmiyaOkada Chikahiko; t/f: 047-377-4695;
<chikarie@orange.plala.or.jp>; Phil
Julien t/f: 0492-31-9896
<phjulien@pg7.so-net.ne.jp>; website
<jalt.org/chapters/omiya/index.htm>
OsakaNakamura Kimiko; t/f: 06-376-
3741; <kimiko@sun-inet.or.jp>; website
<www.sun-inet.or.jp/-kimiko/
josaka.html>
SendaiJohn Wiltshier; t: 0225 -88-
3832; <johnw@sda.att.ne.jp>; website
<www.geocities.com/jaltsendai>
ShinshuTami Kaneko; t: 0266 -53-
7707; f: 0266-73-3899;
<tami@clio.ne.jp>

TochigiJim Chambers; t/f: 028-627-1858;
<JiMiCham@aol.com>

TokushimaMeg Ishida; <ys-
meg@mse.biglobe.ne.jp>

TokyoAllan Murphy; <jalt_tokyo@hotmail.com>;
Suzuki Takako; t/f: 0424-61-1460

ToyohashiLaura Kusaka; t: 0532-88-2658;
<kusaka@vega.aichi-u.ac.jp>

West TokyKobayashi Etsuo; t: 042-366-2947;
<kobayasi@rikkyo.ac.jp>; website <jalt.org/chap-
ters/wtokyo/>

YamagataSugawara Fumio; t/f: 0238-85-2468
YamaguchiShima Yukiko; t: 0836-88-5421;

<yuki @ed.yama.sut.ac.jp>
YokohamaRon Thornton; t/f: 0467-31-2797;

<thornton@fin.ne.jp>
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conference calendar

Conference Calendar
edited by lynne roecklein

New listings are welcome. Please submit information to
the editor by the 15th of the month, at least three
months ahead (four months for overseas conferences).
Thus March 15th is the deadline for a June conference
in Japan or a July conference overseas, especially for a
conference early in the month.

Upcoming Conferences
March 14-17, 2002CA TESOL (California

TESOL) 2002: Learning with Purpose, at the Bill
Graham Civic Auditorium, San Francisco, Califor-
nia, USA. Among the plenary speakers are Andrew
Lam, a journalist, short story writer, and com-
mentator for National Public Radio, Michael
McCarthy, expert and textbook writer on vocabu-
lary, H. Douglas Brown, Judy Gilbert, Kate
Kinsella, and Diane Larsen-Freeman. Colloquia of
special interest might be Adolescent Literacy,
Pedagogical Effects of Technology, Adult Learn-
ers, and Intercultural Communication. See the
website at <www.catesol.org /confer.html> for
registration and accommodation information, or
contact Emilie Krustapentus, Conference Chair,
by email at <fritzmis@aol.com>.

March 15-17, 2002TESOL-Spain's 25th Annual
National SeminarAccess Europe: Language as
a Common Currency, at the Centro de Enserianza
Superior Luis Vives-CEU, Madrid, Spain. Despite
its name, this is a convention, with plenary
speakers, papers, workshops, demonstrations, ma-
terials exhibitions, a job center, etc. Oriented to
Europe, there are nonetheless more than enough
presentations of World English ilk and by educa-
tors from all over the world to offer matters of
interest to anyone involved in language any-
where. The web site at <www.tesol-spain.org/con-
vention2002/talks.html> is extraordinarily
detailed, including abstracts for invited speaker
talks. Otherwise, contact Holly Vass, Convention
Coordinator; CL. San Felipe, 11-2 Ctro. Madrid,
Spain; <holly.vass@wanadoo.es>.

April 3-5, 2002ITUA (Information Technology
and Universities in Asia) 2002 International
Conference: IT Culture and Language Educa-
tion, with the support of the Asian Association of
CALL and others, at Chulalongkorn University,
Bangkok, Thailand. The conference offers to
those interested in how best to use ICTs in realiz-
ing the missions of a university education a
venue for sharing ideas and research findings in
keynote speeches, papers, workshops, and poster
sessions, with special attention to the cultural
aspects of ICT use, distance learning, the Web in
CALL, computer-assisted (based) language testing,
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and building national/international partnerships
for networked language learning, among others.
The website at <www.kyongju.ac.kr/prof/
chongld/CALL/CALL.htm> contains extensive
theoretical and practical information, or contact
the conference chair Larry D. Chong; School of
Foreign Languages, Kyongju University, Kyongju,
Korea; t: 82-54-770-5134; f: 82-54-748-2812;
<chongld@kyongju.ac.kr>.

May 11-12, 2002JALT Pan-SIG Conference
2002, to be held at the Kyoto Institute of Tech-
nology (Kyoto Sangyou University), Matsugasaki,
Sakyo-ku, Kyoto, brings together three JALT SIGs
and JALT Kyoto in an event organized as three
individual mini-conferences around a common
core.

1) Language Testing in Asia in the 21st Cen-
tury. Enjoy a range of presentations, poster ses-
sions, and a colloquium on assessment and
evaluation issues, along with keynote speeches by
J. D. Brown of the University of Hawaii and Liz
Hamp-Lyons of Hong Kong Polytechnic Univer-
sity. See website at <jalt.org/test/conference.htm>
or contact Tim Newfields; Nanzan Jr. College,
Hayato 19, Showa-ku, Nagoya 466-0833; t: 81-
(0)52- 832 -6211, ext. 241; f: 81-(0)52-832-8773(w);
<newfield@dream.ocn.ne.jp>.

2) Bilingual Development Forum 2002
(BILDF): Practical and Theoretical Aspects of
Bilingual Development and Education. See the
BILDF website at <res.ipc.kitac.jp/-pwanner/> or
contact Peter Wanner; Kyoto Institute of Technol-
ogy, Goshonokaido, Matsugasaki, Sakyo-ku,
Kyoto 606-8585, Japan; t: 81-75-724-7266; f: 81-
75- 724 -7580; <pwanner@ipc.kit.ac.jp>.

3) CUE 2002: Curriculum Innovation. See the
CUE 2002 website at <wild-e.org/cue/confer-
ences>. For other information or clarification,
contact Eamon McCafferty, CUE (College and
University Educators Special Interest Group) Con-
ference Co-Chair; Green Hill Mukougaoka #301,
5-4-6 Masugata,Tama-ku, Kawasaki shi, Kanagawa
214-0032, Japan; <eamon@gol.com>.

May 16-18, 2002TESL Canada 2002: Catch The
Dream, co-hosted by TESL Canada and SCENES
(Saskatchewan Council for Educators of Non-En-
glish Speakers) in Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada.
The program is varied, including a special subsec-
tion on adult ESL; the plenary speakers are David
Nunan and Virginia Sauve. Further information
from the conference website at
<members.home.net/teslcanada/2002%20Confer-
ence> or from Jake Kutarna at
<scenes@sk.sympatico.ca> or the TESL Canada
office at <teslcanada@home.com> or t/f: 1 -604-
298 -0312.
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Calls For Papers/Posters
April 1, 2002 (for May 18-19, 2002, with special

events on May 17 and 20)JALT CALL SIG now
invites proposals for participation in its 7th An-
nual International Conference, JALTCALL2002:
Local Decisions, Global Effects, to be held at
Hiroshima Jogakuin University, 4-13-1 Ushita-
Higashi, Higashi-ku, Hiroshima, Japan, 732-0063.
Submissions relevant to the conference theme
will be given highest priority; however, all topics
which address the issue of how computer tech-
nology is applied in the classroom are acceptable.
Educators concerned with all levels of instruction
are invited to submit proposals. Accepted pro-
posal submitters who submit a proposal on or
before Monday, April 1 will be eligible to register
for the conference at the discount rate. For details
on how to submit, please visit our website at
<jaltcalLorg/conferences/cal12002/> or email
<confchair@jaltcall.org> or Timothy Gutierrez at
<timothygutierrez@yahoo.com>.

April 21, 2002 (for December 12-15, 2002)-24th
Annual Language Testing Research Colloquium
(LTRC 2002): Language Assessment in Global
Contexts, at the Hong Kong Polytechnic Univer-
sity, Hong Kong SAR. Proposals are sought for
research/argumentative papers, symposia, poster
sessions, and research network presentations of
work in progress or research being planned. The
website at <engl.polyu.edu.hk/ACLAR/Itrc.htm>
is quite detailed. Send electronic submissions to
Liz Hamp-Lyons at <egaclar@polyu.edu.hk> or
physical ones to her at ACLAR, Department of
English, The Hong. Kong Polytechnic University,
Hung Horn, Hong Kong SAR.

RemindersUpcoming Conferences
March 20-22, 2002TESOL Arabia 8th Annual

International Conference 2002: Critical Reflec-
tion and Practice, at the Abu Dhabi Hilton Hotel,
Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates. Registration
forms and much else besides can be found online
at <tesolarabiaconference.org>. For inquiries,
email Les Kirkham at <leslie.kirkham@hct.ac.ae>
or contact Zafar Syed, Military Language Institute,
PO Box 31529, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates;
t: 971 - (0)50- 6169811; f: 971-(0)2-6421307;
<z.syed@mli.ac.ae>.

March 23-27, 2002-36th International Annual
IATEFL Conference, at The University of York,
UK. See the IATEFL website at <www.iatefl.org>,
email <generalenquiries @iatefl.org>, or contact
IATEFL; 3 Kingsdown Chambers, Whitstable, CT5
2FL, UK; t: 44-(0)-227-276-528; f: 44 (0)- 227 -274-
415.

April 5-7, 2002Bilingualism & Multilingualism:
The 47th Annual Conference of the Interna-
tional Linguistic Association, at the downtown
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campus of the Osgoode Hall Law School of York
University, Toronto, Canada. Conference website
at <ilaword.org/ilacal12002.html>. Further con-
tact: Johanna J. Woltjer, Conference Coordinator;
511 West 112 Street #14, New York, NY 10025-
1634, USA; t: 1-212-749-3366;
<ilaconf.woltjer@gte.net>.

April 6-9, 2002AAAL (American Association of
Applied Linguistics) Annual Conference:
(Re)Interpreting Applied Linguistics, Sheraton
Conference Center, Salt Lake City, Utah, USA.
The conference website for this manageable, qui-
eter, more theoretically oriented conference
which immediately precedes TESOL 2002 lies at
<www.mrhassoc.com/aaa12002/
conferencehighlights2.htm>. Otherwise, email
<aaaloffice@aaal.org> or contact the AAAL Busi-
ness Office, PO Box 21686, Eagan, MN 55121-
0686 USA; t: 1-952-953-0805; f: 1-952-431-8404.

April 9-13, 2002TESOL 2002: Language and the
Human SpiritThe 36th Annual International
Convention and Exposition, in Salt Lake City,
Utah, USA. Explore the website at
<www.tesol.org /conv /index - conv.html> for ex-
tensive information; online preregistration is
available. For more, use the online form at
<www.tesol.org /global /request.html> or contact
the office directly at: TESOL, 700 South Washing-
ton Street, Suite 200, Alexandria, Virginia 22314
USA; t: 1-703-836-0774 (business hours); f: 1 -703-
836 -7864 or 703-836-6447; fax on demand: 1 -800-
329 -4469.

-11 5.3

"Wow, that was such a great lesson,
I really want others to try it!"

rtig6 I.1/)110 ,:-.11CV)Arit
gitl-/Ct6t,V.z..til

Every teacher has run a lesson which just
'worked'. So, why not share it around? The
My Share Column is seeking material from
creative, enthusiastic teachers for possible
publication.

""CcotA0121/4034INI.T1-. z7..ottItslIttg,-/tdre
5-M,S.Ert 51'116 on tit, My Share Columr161010

Eihsr. IlitstAilDh, OVIVt. z7 9 7)1,0t2TA4.3ti
1/CWVtr.

For more information, please contact the
editor <tlt_ms@jalt.org>

< (tIt_ms@jaltorg),fgfg<
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Job Information Center
edited by paul daniels

To list a position in The Language Teacher, please email
<fit_jic@jalt.org> or fax (0463-59-5365) Paul Daniels,
Job Information Center. Email is preferred. The notice
should be received before the 15th of the month, two
months before publication, and contain the following in-
formation: city and prefecture, name of institution, title of
position, whether full- or part-time, qualifications, duties,
salary and benefits, application materials, deadline, and
contact information. A special form is not necessary. If
you want to receive the most recent JIC listings via email,
please send a blank message to <jobs@jalt.org>.

Shiga-ken, Hikone CityThe University of Shiga
Prefecture is seeking a part-time native English
teacher beginning April 2002 to teach two classes
on Tuesday momings-9:00-10:30 and 10:40-
12:10. Duties: teach first-year university students
with about 40 students in a class for two terms.
The first term runs from April to the end of July
and the second term from October to mid Febru-
ary. Salary & Benefits: 8,000 to 12,000 yen /koma
plus transportation. Qualifications: MA; college
teaching experience; publications and/or academic
presentations; visa permitting work required/pre-
ferred. Other: Campus is located one hour by local
train from Kyoto plus a 10-minute bus ride. Appli-
cation Materials: Apply with CV/resume; prefer-
ably an English and a Japanese version. Contact:
Walter Klinger; University of Shiga Prefecture,
2500 Hassaka-cho, Hikone 522-8533; t: 0749 -28-
8267; f: 0749-28-8480; email:
<wklinger@ice.usp.ac.jp>.

Tokyo-toThe English Department at Aoyama
Gakuin University is seeking part-time teachers to
teach conversation and writing courses at their
Atsugi campus. The campus is about 90 minutes
from Shinjuku station on the Odakyu Line, and
classes are on Tuesdays, Thursdays, and Fridays.
Qualifications: resident of Japan with an MA in
TEFL/TESOL, English literature, applied linguistics,
or communications; three years university teach-
ing experience or one year university English
teaching experience with a PhD; teaching small
group discussion, journal writing, and book re-
ports; collaboration with others in curriculum re-
vision project; publications; experience with
presentations; familiarity with email. Salary and
Benefits: comparable to other universities in the
Tokyo area. Application Materials: apply in writ-
ing, with a self-addressed envelope, for an applica-
tion form and information about the program.
Deadline: ongoing. Contact: PART-TIMERS; En-
glish and American Literature Department,
Aoyama Gakuin University, 4-4-25 Shibuya,
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Shibuya-ku, Tokyo 150-8366.
Tsukuba City, Ibaraki-kenMeikei Junior High/

High School is looking for a part-time native
speaker English teacher to start work in April
2002. Qualifications: BA or BSc with some EFL
experience; basic Japanese language ability prefer-
able. Duties: teach 10 to 18, 45-minute classes/
week; help with department events such as En-
glish plays; speech contests etc. Salary and Ben-
efits: Salary is competitive and based on
experience; a twice yearly bonus; a contract renew-
able on a yearly basis subject to performance. Ap-
plication Materials: CV/resume; a photo; two
references; a copy of degree/diploma. Deadline:
ongoing until filled. Contact: Okubo Masahiko;
Meikei High School, 1-1 Inarimae, Tsukuba-shi
305-0061; t: 0298-51-6611; f: 0298-51-5455; email:
<okubo @meikei.ac.jp >. Other information: There
is a compulsory interview; only applicants consid-
ered suitable for the position will be interviewed.

Web Corner
You can receive the updated JIC job listings on the
30th of each month by email at <jobs@jalt.org> and
view them online on JALT's homepage (address be-
low). Here are a variety of sites with information
relevant to teaching in Japan:
1. EFL, ESL and Other Teaching Jobs in Japan at

<www.jobsinjapan.com>
2. Information for those seeking university positions

(not a job list) at <www.debito.org/
univquestions.html>

3. ELT News at <www.eltnews.com/
jobsinjapan.shtml>

4. JALT Jobs and Career Enhancement links at
<www.jalt.org/jalt_e/main/careers/careers.html>

5. Teaching English in Japan: A Guide to Getting a
Job at <www.wizweb.com/-susan/mainpage.html>

6. ESL Café's Job Center at <www.pacificnet.net/
-sperling/jobcenter.html>

7. Ohayo Sensei at <www.wco.com/-ohayo/>
8. NACSIS (National Center for Science Information

Systems' Japanese site) career information at
<jrecin.jst.go.jp/>

9. The Digital Education Information Network Job
Centre at <www.go-ed.com/jobs/iatefl>

10. EFL in Asia at <www.geocities.com/Tokyo/Flats/
7947/eflasia.htm>

11. Jobs in Japan at <www.englishresource.com/
classifieds/jobs.shtml>

12. Job information at <www.ESLworldwide.com>

Advertiser Index
Key: IFC = inside front cover, IBC = inside back cover, OBC = outside back cover

Cambridge University Press 2

Nellie's IBC
Oxford University Pr s IFC
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bulletin board

Bulletin Board
edited by Timothy Gutierrez

Contributors to the Bulletin Board are requested by the
column editor to submit announcements of up to 150
words written in a paragraph format and not in abbrevi-
ated or outline form. Submissions should be made by the
20th of the month. To repeat an announcement, please
contact the editor. For information about more upcoming
conferences and calls for papers, including the Pan-SIG
Conference 2002 and JALTCALL 2002, see the Con-
ference Calendar column.

Call for Participation
The GALE, GILE, and PALE SIGsare cosponsor-

ing a conference entitled Peace as a Global Lan-
guage to be held September 28 and 29, 2002, at
Daito Bunka Kaikan (of Daito Bunka University),
Nerima-ku, Tokyo. Conference themes include
teaching about human rights, conflict resolution,
gender issues, environmental issues, and peace.
For further information please visit
<kyushuelt.com/peace>, or contact the Coordina-
tors of GALE, GILE, or PALE, or the Peace as a Glo-
bal Language Conference Committee, c/o J.
Nakagawa, 2-285 Isohara, Isohara-cho, Kita-
Ibaraki-shi, Ibaraki-ken, 319-1541, Japan, t: 0293-
43 -1755, email <jane@ulis.ac.jp>.

Other Announcements

Elsevier Scienceare delighted to announce a NEW
journal for 2002 Journal of English for Academic
Purposes. The JEAP has been created to serve the
interests and needs of teachers, learners, and re-
searchers engaged in all aspects of the study and
use of English in academic (EAP) contexts. JEAP
has received enthusiastic support from EAP re-
searchers and practitioners around the world and
has been adopted as the official journal of
BALEAP, the British Association of Lecturers in
English for Academic Purposes. The Journal of En-
glish for Academic Purposes is edited by Liz Hamp-
Lyons, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University,
and Ken Hyland, City University of Hong Kong,
ably assisted by a distinguished International Edi-
torial Board. For further information on this excit-
ing new journal, subscription information and
details on how to submit a paper, please visit:
<www.elsevier.com/locate/jeap>.

Elsevier Scienceare pleased to announce that the
journal Assessing Writing has a new editor: Liz
Hamp-Lyons, of The Hong Kong Polytechnic Uni-
versity. Ably assisted by a distinguished and newly
internationalised editorial board, Liz Hamp-Lyons
has broadened the scope of the journal to reflect
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the concerns of teachers, researchers, and writing
assessment specialists from around the world. In
recognition of the new international scope of the
journal, it will now be called Assessing Writing: An
International Journal and the first issue to incorpo-
rate these changes will come out in spring 2002.
For further information on this journal, subscrip-
tion information and details on how to submit a
paper, please visit <www.elsevier.com/locate/asw>.
Reserve your FREE sample copy of Assessing Writ-
ing now by sending an email to:
<l.roberts @elsevier.co.uk>. Please don't forget to
provide your full postal mailing address! The ab-
stracts from each issue of Assessing Writing will be
available free to all browsers via
<www.SocSciNet.com/linguistics>.

Staff RecruitmentThe Language Teacher needs
English language proofreaders immediately. Quali-
fied applicants will be JALT members with lan-
guage teaching experience, Japanese residency, a
fax, email, and a computer that can process
Macintosh files. The position will require several
hours of concentrated work every month, listsery
subscription, and occasional online and face-to-
face meetings. If more qualified candidates apply
than we can accept, we will consider them in or-
der as further vacancies appear. The supervised
apprentice program of The Language Teacher trains
proofreaders in TLT style, format, and operations.
Apprentices begin by shadowing experienced
proofreaders, rotating from section to section of
the magazine until they become familiar with
TLT s operations as a whole. They then assume
proofreading tasks themselves. Consequently,
when annual or occasional staff vacancies arise,
the best qualified candidates tend to come from
current staff, and the result is often a succession of
vacancies filled and created in turn. As a rule, TLT
recruits publicly for proofreaders and translators
only, giving senior proofreaders and translators
first priority as other staff positions become va-
cant. Please submit your curriculum vitae and
cover letter to the Publications Board Chair;
<pubchair@jalt.org>.

The Language Teacher runs Special Issues
regularly throughout the year. Groups with
interests in specific areas of language edu-
cation are cordially invited to submit pro-
posals, with a view to collaboratively
developing material for publication. For
further details, please contact the Editor.
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Submissions
The editors welcome submissions of materi-
als concerned with all aspects of language
education, particularly with relevance to Ja-
pan. Materials in English should be sent in
Rich Text Format by either email or post.
Postal submissions must include a clearly
labeled diskette and one printed copy. Manu-
scripts should follow the American Psycho-
logical Association (APA) style as it appears in
The Language Teacher. The editors reserve the
right to edit all copy for length, style, and
clarity, without prior notification to authors.
Deadlines indicated below.
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Feature Articles
English. Well written, well-documented and
researched articles of up to 3,000 words. Analy-
sis and data can be quantitative and qualita-
tive (or both). Pages should be numbered,
new paragraphs indented (not tabbed), word
count noted, and subheadings (boldfaced or
italic) used throughout for the convenience
of readers. The author's name, affiliation, and
contact details should appear on the top of
the first page. An abstract of up to 150 words,
biographical information of up to 100 words,
and any photographs, tables, or drawings
should be sent in separate files. Send all ma-
terial to Robert Long.
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Opinion & Perspectives. Pieces of up to
1,500 words must be informed and of current
concern to professionals in the language teach-
ing field. Send submissions to the editor.
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Interviews. If you are interested in interview-
ing a well-known professional in the field,
please consult the editor first.
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Readers' Views. Responses to articles or other
items in TLT are invited. Submissions of up to
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500 words should be sent to the editor by the
15th of the month, 3 months prior to publi-
cation, to allow time to request a response to
appear in the same issue, if appropriate. TLT
will not publish anonymous correspondence
unless there is a compelling reason to do so,
and then only if the correspondent is known
to the editor.
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Conference Reports. If you will be attending
an international or regional conference and
are able to write a report of up to 1,500 words,
please contact the editor.
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Departments
My Share. We invite up to 1,000 words on a
successful teaching technique or lesson plan
you have used. Readers should be able to
replicate your technique or lesson plan. Send
submissions to the My Share editor.
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Book Reviews. We invite reviews of books
and other educational materials. We do not
publish unsolicited reviews. Contact the Pub-
lishers' Review Copies Liaison for submission
guidelines and the Book Reviews editor for
permission to review unlisted materials.
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JALT News. All news pertaining to official
JALT organizational activities should be sent
to theJALT News editors. Deadline: 15th of the
month, 2 months prior to publication.
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JALT Newstillilt!EsZTT.

Special Interest Group News. JALT-recognised
Special Interest Groups may submit a monthly
report to the Special Interest Group News
editor. Deadline: 15th of the month, 2 months
prior to publication.

JALTi.280) Special Interest Group T 35

4]1G-d-C9at.ttl,It13. SIGS int1:f4figi<
14117113. IliliMif*Ml:t.tV40DRfff102

F15110151Eltz SIGS 41;311NiZsiirri".

Chapter Reports. Each Chapter may submit
a monthly report of up to 400 words which
should (a) identify the chapter, (b) have a
title-usually the presentation title, (c) have
a by-line with the presenter's name, (d) in-
clude the month in which the presentation

was given, (e) conclude with the reporter's
name. For specific guidelines contact the
Chapter Reports editor. Deadline: 15th of the
month, 2 months prior to publication.

filfllillUticr), 4 It. 1R/1%017/01: (a) (b)
R110)Et, (c) MX vlEiret . (c) MX1)111-Dff
tprit-..b4)131-ffi3V395-C< ( e )
5C*1.:40(401aft 19.8 < 181,11/. 113

ta',1"llizts3a)3E17li0)2 1J115101 5 Biz
Chapter Reports Nilllt El*Ill0AP611
Chapter Reports 13 *18113311t 1: tit (/

Chapter Meetings. Chapters must follow the
precise format used in every issue of TLT (i.e.,
topic, speaker, date, time, place, fee, and
other information in order, followed by a
brief, objective description of the event). Maps
of new locations can be printed upon consul-
tation with the column editor. Meetings that
are scheduled for the first week of the month
should be published in the previous month's
issue. Announcements or requests for guide-
lines should be sent to the Chapter Meetings
editor. Deadline: 15th of the month, 2 months
prior to publication.

0) 0-60$3911S-8-C-r. Lgt4500i61:AlliSS
RIZGDMM, RPtt. INC Iblffi,

15111trbt-5t011.1Mtt etilt&lllq 7 7
AID -g filliiitsft
/VVIV, YEAt 011111-V41fliaX_TtiliilaTt.
itg JiltILt:-_11-12. Chapter Announcements

t.za iNI:OfrT),Z-r641
PrIL, SiIA glzIttit-MILizts ;fa
tx<tet,I. 181;M3, 1134a ft6111:a3140ftfri
110)2 t flfila) 15 I.-_Chapter Announcements IN
gmoilTt.
Bulletin Board. Calls for papers, participa-
tion in/announcements of conferences, col-
loquia, seminars, or research projects may be
posted in this column. Email or fax your
announcements of up to 150 words to the
Bulletin Board editor. Deadline: 20th of the
month, 2 months prior to publication.

JALT 101-0111aciz.E6Fi1lA7rsE0D33li1.5-t,
JALT. 356 l3 -ti-tFIM-03E1141,:.k E i. ttacD
all/1P-CilltitL JALT101-013MI:.k641
1,010t-3111G-8-1:13. VballtizI11IT64ft4ll
..:1Ll/-eaI-tk. The Language Teacher BaY JALT
II, ,:cD1U011",.'&0Fkignif-

330 t a 300
WW{/. 114$1 ',f/a

ifilzt.t6-ROMff1102t1=1114020 Biz Bulletin
Board VIZt etre-r. -taA. Conference Cal-
endar MI:. teFl, 4ll14341:16-8-8wat-6.1- tu-c

Vr. ZI".10510)14114, Conference Calendar MIK
tiz33(111,8i<1.1.
JIC/Positions. TLT encourages all prospective
employers to use this free service to locate the
most qualified language teachers in Japan.
Contact the Job Information Center editor
for an announcement form. Deadline for
submitting forms: 15th of the month two
months prior to publication. Publication does
not indicate endorsement of the institution
by JALT. It is the position of the JALT Executive
Board that no positions-wanted announce-
ments will be printed.

*ANFV-4-. 0:311.4.'-_111/, Job Information
Center/Positions Unit lz:Announcement Form
8440.,-C< 1411/31/, 1titi,f*Mizta6-g
ORff R 0) 2,J 11 0) 15 El 1: Job Information Cen-
ter/Positions 61111Ne4f-r1'. The Language Teacher
Tht, JALTit. .110510Dflaq0)Fklg agiE-M1' Lit

fd33. IzarraTtetatiJALT Executive
Board 0)7J$I-T1-.
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Membership Information
JALT is a professional organization dedicated to the improvement of language learning and teaching in Japan, a vehicle for the
exchange of new ideas and techniques, and a means of keeping abreast of new developments in a rapidly changing field. JALT,
formed in 1976, has an international membership of over 3,50o. There are currently 4o JALT chapters throughout Japan (listed
below). It is the Japan affiliate of International TESOL (Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages) and a branch of IATEFL
(International Association of Teachers of English as a Foreign Language).

Publications JALT publishes The Language Teacher, a monthly magazine of articles and announcements on professional
concerns; the semi-annual JALT Journal; JALT Conference Proceedings (annual); and JALT Applied Materials (a monograph
series).

Meetings and Conferences --The JALT International Conference on Language Teaching /Learning attracts some z,000
participants annually. The program consists of over 300 papers, workshops, colloquia, and poster sessions, a publishers'
exhibition of some 1,0oom', an employment center, and social events. Local chapter meetings are held on a monthly or bi-
monthly basis in each JALT chapter, and Special Interest Groups, siGs, disseminate information on areas of special interest.
JALT also sponsors special events, such as conferences on testing and other themes.

Chapters Akita, Chiba, Fukui, Fukuoka, Gifu, Gunma, Hamamatsu, Himeji, Hiroshima, Hokkaido, Ibaraki, Iwate,
Kagawa, Kagoshima, Kanazawa, Kitakyushu, Kobe, Kumamoto, Kyoto, Matsuyama, Miyazaki, Nagasaki, Nagoya, Nara,
Niigata, Okayama, Okinawa, Omiya, Osaka, Sendai, Shinshu, Shizuoka, Tochigi, Tokushima, Tokyo, Toyohashi, West Tokyo,
Yamagata, Yamaguchi, Yokohama.

SIGs Bilingualism; College and University Educators; Computer-Assisted Language Learning; Global Issues in Language
Education; Japanese as a Second Language; Jr./Sr. High School; Learner Development; Material Writers; Professionalism,
Administration, and Leadership in Education; Teacher Education; Teaching Children; Testing and Evaluation; Other
Language Educators (affiliate); Gender Awareness in Language Education (affiliate); Pragmatics (affiliate); Eikaiwa (forming);
Pronunciation (forming). JALT members can join as many SIGs as they wish for a fee of V1,500 per SIG.

Awards for Research Grants and Development Awarded annually. Applications must be made to the JALT Research
Grants Committee Chair by August 16. Awards are announced at the annual conference.

Membership Regular Membership (Yio,000) includes membership in the nearest chapter. Student Memberships
(V6,000) are available to full-time students with proper identification. Joint Memberships (V17,000), available to two individuals
sharing the same mailing address, receive only one copy of each JALT publication. Group Memberships (316,500/person) are
available to five or more people employed by the same institution. One copy of each publication is provided for every five
members or fraction thereof. Applications may be made at any JALT meeting, by using the postal money transfer form (yubin
furikae) found in every issue of The Language Teacher, or by sending an International Postal Money Order (no check surcharge),
a check or money order in yen (on a Japanese bank), in dollars (on a U.S. bank), or in pounds (on a U.K. bank) to the Central
Office. Joint and Group Members must apply, renew, and pay membership fees together with the other members of their group.

Central Office
Urban Edge Building, 5th Floor, 1-37-9 Taito, Taito-ku, Tokyo no-0016

tel: 03-3837-1630; fax: 03-3837-1631; jalt@gol.com
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DISCOUNT BOOKS

Ndlie's Discount books is a wail -order bookstore

specializing in ELT (English Language Teaching/

materials and educational toys. We stock all

the latest materials from 'major ELT publishers

at DISCOUNT PRICES; the larger your order, the

bigger the discount!

rWe sell:

course books

games

cassettes/CDs

yhotocopiabres

novels

videos

toys

teacher reference I

testsfor children

Japanese books

http://www.nellies.jp

TRH EGT

Eurattact;m, *Iia",
1111106111,

OctAlitiONIOVIIIii or

We invite you to come along and visit us in

our new showroom/bookstore where you

can browse through and purchase our

wide range of materials.

Opening in January! Call us for details.

Free catalogues available!

Nellie's Head Office
has moved!

Tokyo Head Office

T
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BtlittgliktIgie ,**e A3tii0 f,

JR Arriabosfl Stn,
East

,

Woo (
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t

Nellie's Group, Ltd
(Sunbridge Bldg. 1F/2F)
(4i .V/9 Y en, 1F/2F)

JR A salcu sibgN Stn.
JR ARM

Ociancontsu
4-111#1.,

Jill

aryi)

MO SIM)

Nlifbetosioilsink
Tod Mew dna Avolgsalsghl Sin.
6111*7111.111111111 MUM

Chiba
t1R-P

Sunbrldge Bldg. 1F/2F, 1-26-6 Yanaglbashl, Talto-ku, Tokyo
TEL: 0120-071329 (Free Dial), 03-3865-6210
FAX: 03-3865-6215
For advice: consult@nellles.Jp
To order: orders@nellles.jp

IP Kansai Sales Office

111-0052

Wakasugl Bldg. 304, 1-18-18 Nakatsu, Kita -ku, Osaka 531-0071
TEL: 08-4802-4620 / FAX: 06-6376-8044
E-mail: kansalOnellles.jp
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Coma Want,

A Learning Management System (LMS) provides the tools schools and instructors need to
plement and manage online learning

le Instructional Options support independent self-study or instructor-led teaching in
from a distance

is Hints, Tips, and Error Correction supports independent study and keeps learners
and motivated

eacher's Guides include in-class and out-of-class activities, and offer a variety of
s for maximizing online learning based on student strengths and needs

ional Resources include the Longman Web Dictionary, a grammar resource guide, a
ssary, and supplemental online content such as Cultural Notes and Business Notes for

selected courses

Longman English Success offers a flexible, interactive, measurable, and complete online learning package

Please send me more information on Longman English Successsm courses for class adoptions

General English Business English Testing / Assessment All the above

I would like to be contacted by an Online Learning Specialist

Name:Mr/Mrs School Name.

Address:home school
Tel:home school fax: e-mail:

Longman ELT
Pearson Education Javan

8-14-24, Nishi-ShinJuku. ShinJuku-ku. Tokyo 160-0023

Tel: 03-3365-9002 Fax 03-3365-9009 e-mail elt@pearsoned.calp
www10118manlapan.com
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